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Foreword 

We appreciate the opportunity of publishing a collection of essays Henry Wasser 
has written in recent years. Rather than asking colleagues to write essays as a 
Festschrift to celebrate his 80th birthday, we like to read and to listen to his own 
words. For Henry Wasser makes us aware of the fact that the loudest voices in the 
academic community are not necessarily based on the deepest thoughts. 

After a successful career as a professor of English, and stays in several 
European countries as a visiting professor, and after various administrative posts 
in higher education institutions, Henry Wasser began at the age of 55 years to 
foster a dialogue between European and American scholars on higher education 
and to get involved in higher education research himself. Notably, his positions as 
director of the Center for European Studies at the Graduate School of the City 
University of New York and as president of CUNY's Academy for Humanities 
and Sciences allowed him to contribute to the field of comparative higher 
education. 

Henry Wasser makes both the American and European readers aware of the 
variety of notions held regarding the diversity of higher education. He clearly 
favours efforts to keep differences of quality and function within higher education 
in bound thus ensuring chances for the socially and educationally disadvantaged 
students to share common experiences with the more successful ones and 
facilitating a cross-fertilization of teaching and research across all sectors and 
levels of higher education, but the liberal approach in his thoughts also cannot be 
ignored by those who do not share his values. 

The Centre for Research on Higher Education and Work of the University of 
Kassel is pleased to publish this collection of essays in cooperation with the City 
University of New York Academy for the Humanities and Sciences. We 
remember well a series of joint conferences which lead to a major publication of 
analyses of efforts aiming to introduce comprehensive models of higher education 
in various countries (The Compleat Universiiy: Breakfrom Tradition in Germany, 
Sweden und the U.S.A., edited by H. Hermanns, U. Teichler and H. Wasser, 
Cambridge, MA: Schenkman, 1983) as well as to a collection of essays on the 
mutual influences of German and U.S. higher education (Gerrnan und American 
Universifies: Mutual Influences in Past und Present, edited by U. Teichler and H. 
Wasser. Kassel: Wissenschaftliches Zentrum für Berufs- und Hochschulforschung 
der Universität Gesamthochschule Kassel, 1992). We are grateful to Christiane 
Bradatsch for her editorial work and to Daginar Mann for the preparation of the 
camera-ready manuscript. 

Ulrich Teichler 



Introduction 

My exploration of diversification in higher education has been of long standing. It 
began basically during the early formation of a diversified system, existing in 
more or less separate units, which has spent the last three decades trying to 
become integrated, with varying degrees of success and failure - City University 
of New York (CUNY). 

The system differed from the extravagantly praised California system of higher 
education which managed to have its stratified, three-tiered, three kind of Status, 
separate boards of trustees and faculties, noble, less noble, and least noble 
categories (University of California, California State Universities and Colleges, 
and Community Colleges) tolerated by their electorate. City University of New 
York on the other hand took on the daunting task in the interest of Open 
admissions, equal opportunity and even equal outcomcs, integrating its two year 
colleges, four year general and technical colleges, doctoral granting institution and 
such professional schools as law, medicine, social work, business and public 
administration. CUNY for decades has faced the complcx problems these issues 
have confronted in various ethnic and racial minorities. To be sure, it will likely in 
the near future be transformed by an interventionist board of trustees selected by 
an archly conservative governor and mayor. But its thirty years of struggle did 
produce thousands of competent professionals who without that education would 
have remained in the underclass. 

I was uniquely favored with the opportunity to pcrform in most of the roles in 
academia - professor, Scholar, researcher, acadcmic dcan and vice president, 
research Center director, trustee, academy president and faculty senate head. This 
enabled me to study the multiple aspects of univcrsity operation. 

I was additionally fortunate to be able to leaven New York City parochialism 
with extensive stays in Europe as Fulbright professor, serninar leader, visiting 
profcssor, lccturer, conference participant and papcr presenter, international board 
and steering cornrnittee rncrnbcr and research grantee. 

These expcricnces perrnitted rne to view coniparativcly significant issues 
confroritiiig higher education at lcast in Europc and thc United States. My compa- 
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rative perspective although nourished by examining the relevant literature was 
heavily influenced by these activities. With this preamble I turn to a brief 
excursion into the complex subject of diversification which has been the subject of 
considerable study by higher education policy analysts. While there is substantial 
agreement about what it is, serious disputes have arisen about its origins. 

Summary phrasing includes assertions that differentiation is the direct 
consequence of growth and expansion (Martin Trow), the result of knowledge 
production and dissemination (Burton Clark), linear and evolutionist and thus 
oversimplified (Claudius Gellert). Its discussion has been too generalized from 
American experience. Consequent massification of higher education has been the 
product of the diversity of interests, abilities and previous learning of higher 
education's clientele particularly students (J. Ratcliff). 

Much has been claimed for the concept - the process of differentiation has been 
called the biggest change in higher education since the developments of the 
research function in the universities following the Hurnboldtian reforms in 
Gerrnany in the 19th century. 

Diversity or differentiation can mean assigning distinctive aims and purposes 
often practically and vocationally oriented, fulfilling specific needs of the 
economy, educational opportunities for formerly disadvantaged groups, promoting 
equality goals and the democratization of the educational system, and lower costs 
often for tertiary education structures (vocational, practical, paraprofessional). 

For some analysts it is differentiation und diversity that are important policy 
issues in the structuring of current higher education systems. Generally policy 
makers are thought to presume that differentiated and diversified higher education 
is essential to cope with present and future needs of the increasing heterogeneity 
of the student body, the changing labor market and an increasingly complex 
society. 

The motivation of diversity is customarily declared to be to optimize the 
responsiveness of higher education systems to societal needs, to be more flexible, 
adaptive and responsive to the needs of society and economic priorities, to have a 
greater participation rate in higher education among age cohorts. The strength of 
the American system lies, it is asserted, in its diversity. 

The question, of Course, arises as to what tasks to assign io universities and 
what education to place in other types of higher education institutions. The answer 
is somewhat different for each country, but it is clear that stability in diverse 
higher cducation systems is dependent upon legitimation of roles and tasks for 
different types of institutions. Self-interest of institutions residing in the context of 
the spread of benefits frorn a limited pool in resources is one answer, and the 
permeability of boundaries between different types of institutions is another. 

For the Netherlands the level of systeinic differentiation was increased by 
creating new types of institutions with the aim of permitting higher participation 
rates. Even where systemic differentiation was modest, informal differentiation 

based on research function and stratification of the student body occurred. 
Employment opportunities could overcome status distinctions. For example the 
Stavanger District College in Norway was highly selective in its admissions, much 
more so than Norwegian universities since its technical programs (2 or 3 year in 
duration) led immediately to higher paying technical positions at the oil rigs on the 
North Sea. 

Another unexpected consequence was that although the university degree itself 
in times of recession might lead to a position formerly held by a holder of a 
secondary school or vocational diploma, the job itself might be upgraded in 
function and importance by being occupied by a university graduate. 

Furthermore the proliferation and diversification of higher education were 
developed with great reluctance by most countries. Only in U.S.A. with its 
"privatization of culture" did they come easily, nourished by the well-established 
private post-secondary education along with massive public higher education. 
European nations were closely constrained in creating new institutions and new 
kinds of institutions as compared with the rapid multiplication of colleges and 
universities of all kinds in U.S.A. over the past two centuries. 

The worry also existed in Europe that diversification would have an adverse 
impact on a still strong egalitarian impulse especially in Northern Europe. 
Standards were seen as threatened by growth and diversification - growth would 
influence the level of quality and diversification would upset the equivalence and 
community of standards. Short-cycle higher education was often seen as inferior 
and therefore an obstacle to egalitarianism. But then again even in universities 
some disciplines were seen as inferior, some institutes viewed as elite and thus 
within the university itsclf diversification was clearly evident, internal instead of 
external diversity. 

Yet Arnerican diversity could be thought to have led to diversity since 10% of 
all blue collar workers were college graduates and 25% had some experience of 
post-secondary education. 

Diversity of funding for higher education brought a few policy analysts to 
unwarranted optimism about American higher education. They thought the 
increase in private funds for public colleges and universities would give their lay 
boards rnore autonomy, sirnilar to [hat supposedly enjoyed by trustees of private 
institutions. The reality has becn that lhe politically appointcd boards in state after 
state have hearkened to the governors who selected thern rather than the putative 
independence increased private funds in the budget was supposed to give them. 
Indeed the concomitant increase of public funds to private universities has led to 
constraint by state agencies and a consequent lessening of autonomy. 

While it may be valid to assert that active diversification can be promoted by 
competitive autonomy, it can also be questioned whether autonomy in higher 
cclucation has been iruly achieved. 
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Moreover the contemporary surge of support for privatization and a free, Open 
market economy in higher education has ignored the fact that in several American 
states such as New York private universities, independent and religious, have 
received considerable public funding in the form of state payment for each degree, 
bachelors, masters, doctors, awarded. 

Of Course diversification is not solely related to funding; it is linked to mission, 
objectives, research, formation of regional Systems, strengthening of autonomy, 
service, forms of teaching and learning, market orientation and quality control, 
planning, etc. 

It has also been pointed out that the large scale presence of institutional 
differentiation or diversification can be seen in the "manpower requirement 
approach" and the "social demand approach" where both reflect social-economic 
expectations. 

Debate has sharpened into controversy between this derived diversification 
model and what came to be called the integrated model. The question arose as to 
what extent learning in higher education is most successfully promoted either by a 
relatively homogeneous or a relatively heterogeneous environment. 

Structure was a key element in the dispute, in which it was stated that only a 
broad range of diverse concepts can explain structural developments in higher 
education. It was considered not just a formal category but had more to do with 
content than with form and consequently the non-university sectors i n  higher 
education grew in importance. Functional features such as vocationally oriented 
curricula, responsiveness to industrial needs, limited disciplinary offerings and 
concern for improving educational opportunities became more visible. 

One influential conclusion was blunt. The main segments of icriiary cducation 
for analytical reasons should be kept separate; otherwise it would be too difficult 
to identify and analyze differences in major objectives between the universities 
and the non-university sector or other forms of advanced training. Future analyses 
should emphasize structural differentiation less and functional or qualitative and 
historically informed characteristics of tertiary education and research institutions 
more. The historical origins of higher education had to be understood before the 
diversification processes began, in order to comprehend current tertiary education 
(Claudius Gellert). 

Such functionalists believe that to undcrstand instituiional diffcrcnccs, or 
diversity or differentiation in higher education a methodological perspcctive is 
necessary in which functions or rules and tasks are of primary importance with 
historical tlimensions as well as more recent societal and political factors. 

The irnportance of individualized historical development can be exaggerated. 
Each of Ciellert's models derived historically rcquires caution. The personality 
model o f  England has been modilied by thc factor of thc formcr polytcchnics and 
the rise of rescarch. The research/profcssionaI modcl of Gcrmany has been 
imperilcd by massification. The American triad model (collcgc liberal cducation, 

professional graduate school, research academic graduate school) has been 
compromised by training, vocational, technological curricula. And the training 
model in France - hierarchical, professional grandes kcoles, Napoleonic - has been 
altered by economic imperatives. 

Overall, globalization has blurred the distinctiveness of these models so that 
their individual national characteristics have become global models of varying 
mixtures of personalitylcharacter development, research, professional, training 
emphasis. 

And yet even in globalization it is not yet clear whether the integrated form - 
City University of New York, for example - wherein students are admitted with 
different prerequisites and abilities to the Same institution, even to common 
Courses of study, will prevail. These degrees then would appear to differ in 
academic standards to a lesser extent than is true of a diversified structure. In 
diversified form the system units are distinctive in their major goals as well as in 
their academic standards and the institutions are to a degree permeable in contrast 
to a clearly segmented System, and corrections of educational careers where 
appropriate may result. 

My sympathies incline toward the integrated model and thc ensuing essays deal 
with issues that have surfaced in this debate - autonomy, structure, access, 
industry, the state, research and teaching. It should be noted again that they are 
more a product of experience and analysis than participants in the rarefied 
atmosphere of policy formulation and evaluation. 



Teaching and Research: Tension and Balance 

The ability to shift balance between the functions of teaching and research is part 
of the flexibility that helped obtain support for universities. Of Course, tension 
between the two functions did not disappear. Research was supportive of the 
teaching as there were comradeship in investigation and enlightened appreciation 
of achievement. The goal of helping sorneone else know something (or how to do 
something) that he did not know before at times contradicted the objective of 
making know something never known before. 

These two versions of the pursuit of knowledge were more affected by the im- 
mediate situations of institutional stress than by working out their ultimate goals. 
Both were reshaped by the demands of a democratic, industrializing society. The 
presence of these social pressures helped bring about an alliance of teachers and 
researchers (and teaching and research proclivities within the individual). The 
university's flexibility and its bureaucratic elaboration included both functions 
even when their antagonism could not be hidden or eliminated. 

Recently the proportion of available research funding against total costs has be- 
gun to dirninish substantially. The discussion of the extent to which thc two activi- 
ties are separable is carried out as if there were only one kind of research and one 
kind of teaching. But there are different connections across a range of types of 
institutions and across subject fields to inform the debate over policy. 

The tradition, indeed, has been that of a functional unity bctween teaching and 
research (Hurnboldt). Consequently the contcnt of teaching was thought to be a 
direct result of thc profcssor's research. The concept of thc „unity of research and 
teaching" lcd to the cxpectrition that thc professional rolc of academics should be 
so outlined that specific insights and rcsults of thcir individual rcsearch activities 
becomc directly the substance and contcnt of thcir tcaching. Research outcomes 
were to bc used immediately for teaching purposes. But some have noted an in- 
creasing discrepancy between the traditional research orientation of university 
tcachcrs and lheir factual involvernent in professional and vocationai training of 
largc numbcrs of students. 
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Another perspective is developed when scholarship as differentiated from re- 
search and teaching is brought into play. Here it is stated that the primary resource 
in university teaching is the scholarship of the faculty. The notion is that content, 
structure and process knowledge inherent in scholarship can contribute to effective 
teaching and learning but only when all three of these forms of expert knowledge 
are explicitly taught. The scholarship outlook then would constitute a meaningful 
context from which to engage a broader spectrum of faculty in communicating 
about teaching and learning. This scholarship-based instructional development 
context might achieve learning outcomes that closely approximate the model of 
apprenticeship in disciplines. 

A different policy approach remarks that both teaching and research are highly 
specialized activities within the prima1 unit, the department, in which the dynamics 
in both is toward more and more specialization - new discipline and new basic and 
sub-units are created. In general from the vantage point of the basic unit, research 
is more of a disintegrating force than is teaching. 

Laboratory research is particularly good in creating cohesive sub-groupings for 
up to ten people with little or no communication between such groupings. Teach- 
ing operates differently, for it keeps together what extremely specialized research 
breaks apart. Consequently for teaching on the undergraduate level the department 
is a meaningful social unit. 

The natural sciences having an agreed up core of knowledge can build speciali- 
zation; the social sciences and humanities not having such a core have many more 
conflicts over teaching and research. 

In the late 1950's the Nordic countries experimented with further segmentation 
of the two functions. Full-time teachers at the undergraduate level were given no 
time for research. This rule became a disintegrating force within Swedish univer- 
sity departments and was modified. Heads of departments determined teaching 
loads of lecturers and the extent to which their time was to be devoted to research. 
Staff members who unite teaching, particularly at the undergraduate level, with 
research made up probably the main integrative force in the basic unit's life. Divi- 
sion into researchers and teachers, into graduate and undergraduate teaching, leads 
to disintegration detrimental to basic unit/department/institute cohesion and overall 

Grounding in theory and reflecting in practice are more prevalent in research 
than in teaching and therefore is a strong argument for continuing both research 
and teaching in all universities. One 1991 survey shows that those who use results 
from research explicitly in teaching publish less than those who could not. A sec- 
ond, also in 1991, discloses that the most productive researchers have the least 
favorable attitudes toward teaching while the least productive are the most com- 
mitted to teaching. An institution in which there is no research has an inferior 
learning environment for students. Bringing scholarship into the environment helps 
the prestige of teaching but not so much as research does. And dividing higher 
education into research and teaching universities has deleterious consequences. 

Content, structure and process knowledge inherent in scholarship is now elabo- 
rated into discovery (creation of new knowledge, pure and disciplinary research), 
practice (application of knowledge, applied research and development), teaching 
(transmission of knowledge, teaching and learning) and integration (problem ori- 
ented research-integrative inquiry). This paradigm was first outlined in a Carnegie 
1990 report based on the premise that quality teaching requires substantive schol- 
arship that builds on but is distinct from original research. The scholarship of 
teaching involves synoptic capacity, content knowledge and the learning process. 
Teaching that is not grounded in the most recent research and oblivious to inter- 
connections with other disciplines is not appropriate for the university. 

The concept of scholarship may even be extended to affect all that academics 
do, thus being of increasing importance in an expanding mass system of higher 
education. 

As might be expected, interpretations of the symbiotic relationship between 
teaching and research vary from nation to nation. A brief description suffices to 
show contrast. In U.S.A. the significant historicai occurrence was the creation of 
fellowships for graduate students which included the obligation of teaching half- 
time. Thus was born the graduate teaching fellow, a radical departure from the 
prevailing Pattern, modeled upon the German practice which expected the graduate 
student to be dedicated solely to study. The concept of graduate teaching fellow- 
ship grew rapidly since it gave needed Support for graduate students while further 
relieving scholarly or research oriented faculty of the much resented burden of 

performance. 
Lewis Elton has been prominent among analysts who address the issue by add- 

ing scholarship (or study) to research and scholarship, believing that the addition 
may he the possihlc link that is necessary for research and teaching to benefit from 
each other. Scholarship in this view is the new and critical interpretation of what is 
already known, It is an activity of critically interpreting what is already known 
which may be applied not only to research but also to teaching, consulting work, 
administration, management, etc. 

teaching introductory Courses. This circumstance has evolved into actual courses 
on teaching methods offered for Ph.D. candidates. 

Research is also seen as relevant to teaching in the research university in that 
the graduate student and the research professor in the American graduate school 
instruct in undergraduate education a selected student body. Learning for its own 
sake or pureibasic research has not been significant in American universilies which 

i rather have empowered g~aduate level professional educators for potential policy 
, leaders and practitioners in the world of affairs and promoted closer applicd re- 

search relationships with industry. 
I 
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The matter of research as totally separate from the instructional processes as at 
Institutes for Social Research keeps surfacing. Yet such a separation would de- 
prive teaching of the input of original ideas, lose its flexibility and creativity while 
research, conducted by professional researchers, would lose its rather special char- 
acter and independence sternrning from the fact that it is executed by people who 
do not devote all their time to it. 

Research can be divided into „research to order" which is aimed at some ob- 
jective, whether basic, applied or developmental and research strictly related to 
instruction which allows for correction of mistakes and unavoidable errors made in 
pursuing research to order. Yet dismantling research to order would threaten the 
development of all science whereas guided research at least insures the develop- 
ment of research related to teaching. 

Integration of research and teaching seems to have taken place as a result of 
personal rather than institutional factors through the participation of the same 
individuals implementing the two different functions. At the same time conditions 
arise for the involvement in research of students whose teachers are also engaged 
in it. Integrated academic-industrial organizations can also insure the Humboldtian 
unity of teaching and research. 

The abolition of the binary system in Australia has affected the balance be- 
tween teaching and research. In some colleges and institutes the primary roles of 
teaching and service with applied research were encouraged, in others, research 
funding was denied by the government. The Ingrid Moses questionnaire comparing 
Germany and Australia in these matters found a shift in orientation of university 
staff away from teaching; indeed in all structures in tertiary education there was a 
general shift towards research. It did find, however, that teaching-research synergy 
was highest in the arts and social sciences, lowest in business and law with science 
and engineering in between. 

The comparison found the Germans to have less satisfaction from teaching, less 
use of exam and assessment to revise teaching, less planning exams to diagnose 
what their students do and do not understand, less checking teaching assessment 
strategies when revising a Course, less going out of their way to help students with 
learning difficulties, less regular reading of literature about teaching strategies. A 
caveat was that German higher education students are older and thereforc necd less 
nurture. 

Research in this study included recognition by publications, rcqucsts to referee 
manuscripts and grant applications and joining cditorial boards of journals. The 
non-university higher education sector is thought to have a high level of activity 
with respect to research in informal discussion with colleagues, participating in 
staff-post graduate student seminars, delivcring conference Papers, teaching a 
subject in one's research area, and maintaining professional contract with col- 
leagues overseas. But positions which demand both teaching and research will 
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inevitably be filled by those with qualifications primarily in research. And regular 
peer review makes research quality judgment more accurate than teaching assess- 
ment which uses self-evaluation and student evaluation. While outstanding teach- 
ers bring something from their research into teaching, outstanding researchers see 
themselves doing so more often. 

Much discussion on this issue has been published in the United Kingdom. The 
„University-model" of inseparable nature of teaching and research has been chal- 
lenged because effective courses are believed only to give a sound basis for gradu- 
ate study and research but also to link more closely to needs, capabilities and 
wished of students, young and old, and also for continued learning in a wide range 
of employment, thus leading to change in content, process, duration, assessment 
and outcomes of courses. Consequently a restatement of the traditional claim that 
teaching is provided by those active in research has to be made by redefining or 
distinguishing different kinds of research: fundamental research, contract research 
and scholarship. Scholarship and advanced study are seen as the duty of all who 
teach in higher education whether college or u4versity. The purpose of scholar- 
ship is to enhance the quality of teaching; therefore its costs form part of the costs 
of the teaching function. Neither fundamental not contract research unlike scholar- 
ship necessarily enhances the quality of teaching; a conclusion derived from the 
angle of vision of teaching. It may well not apply from the vantage point of re- 
search since important research often Comes from free-standing institutes and labs. 

This analysis leads to the notion of contracting the funding of fundamental re- 
search to a limited number of research universities, selected rcsearch departmcnts 
and outstanding individuals. This would mean 12 to 15 rcsearch universities in the 
United Kingdom with the oihcr universities (including formcr polytechnics) and 
colleges of higher education constituting the teaching sector. The flagship research 
university would parcel out some research to neighboring institutions of higher 
education in the region. Here the teachers would expected mainly to practice 
scholarship and advanced study. Yet it has been pointed out a condition of being 
designated a research university could be to lead a network of surrounding univer- 
sities opening up research opportunities to their staff and consequently enriching 
their teaching. Moreover with the cxpansion of a variety of modcs in delivering of 
learning and the sprcad of high lcvcl intellectual and vocational skills, it becomes 
increasingly necessary to cnvisage higher education as confined to a limited num- 
ber of specialist institutions. 

Gareth Williams (1994) comcs to a more dire conclusion. Hc has declared that 
the last remaining Pinancial lifelinc to the belief that tcaching antl research are 
symbiotically linked has been cut off in Britain. All fundirig for rcscarch received 
by universities will depend on the quantity and assessed quality of the research of 
its staff and not on the basic of any belief in the complementarily of research and 
tcachiiig. 
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The White Paper on Science and Technology (1993) in his interpretation en- 
dorsed a dual funding principle and attempted to shift the main focus of post 
graduate research training away from the completion of a piece of original research 
towards more formal research training. The result, he predicts, will be the emer- 
gence of a small group of research intensive universities with relatively little inter- 
est in undergraduate Courses except in so far as they feed their graduate schools. 
Other universities will become little more than training establishments to which the 
term university can be applied only as a matter of courtesy. Moreover since finan- 
cial rewards for research will be so much higher than those for teaching, all univer- 
sities will concentrate resources on improving their research, encouraging a rela- 
tive neglect of teaching. 

One may conclude from this brief excursion into the interaction of teaching and 
research that research in all its forms will require precise definitions, teaching will 
need elaboration of its various shapes and techniques, and the element of scholar- 
ship as it relates to both functions will have to be assessed before the existing 
tension can be resolved and the balance be beneficially established. 

Redefining Autonomy of Universities 

Definitions tend to lose precision over time and certainly the supposedly firm 
signification of ,,autonomy" and „management" has eroded under the impact of 
change. In 1983 Peter Scott could write of the exceptional solidarity of academic 
profession in Britain occasioned by its high degree of autonomy. Yet even then he 
detected slow lessening of autonomy brought about by the increase of part-time 
faculty, shift from general research Funds of universities to specific grants rnade by 
research councils and the growing formal differentiation of British higher educa- 
tion (see Scott 1993). 

It was Guy Neave in 1988 who carefully categorized and defined univcrsity 
autonomy. The necessity of viewing autonomy as contextually and politically de- 
fined rneant studying the role of the state, for the state Sets down the outer limits 
within which autonomy may be exercised. 

Historically there havc been the Bologna model that applied the notion of 
autonorny to thc Student constituency, thc Paris model in which autonomy is the 
freedom to teach and applied mainly to academe. But thc later Humboldt model 
gave the state the right to intervene only to guarantee the university thc right to 
choose men to work and to guarantee their freedom to work. The state does not 
interfere with the ,,inner life" of academe. 

The British model is described best as a property-owning corporation of schol- 
ars in which the Univcrsity Grants Comrnittee, now defunct, was the arena for 
negotiation betwccn state and univcrsity but in which control in cffcct belonged to 
the universitics themsclvcs (sec Ncave 1988). 

Another model makcr postulatcs four slightly different forrtis of autonomy- 
Kantian (state interferes only in certain subjccts), Humboldlian (state has largely a 
facilitating role), Napoleonic (statc makes rnost of the dccisions) and British 
(property-owning corporation of scholars are supported by the state but are left on 
their own) (see Tight 1988). 

A key factor that defined the naturc of academic autonorny in rccent decades 
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boundary between the university and the state. Yet the modes of change varied 
from country to country depending both upon individual history, state of develop- 
ment and culture. 

For the United Kingdom the shift was toward central authority whereas France 
turned toward the university. And in Germany, a federal nation, the change was 
partly in state-Bonn relations but mainly internal in balance of power between 
students, staff and professional chair holders. 

Chronologically, the 1960's saw a large degree of autonomy whereas the 1980's 
found the state playing a more dominant role with autonomy made conditional 
upon performance. The paradox became fully visible. The state granted autonomy, 
even a form of fiscal autonomy but only if prescriptive words like performance 
indicators, productivity, assessments, and evaluation were to have substance. 
Autonomy was extended only on the condition that the university fulfill national 
norms that are continually being negotiated in the light of public policy. 

Many rnight agree with the notion of equating academic autonomy with the 
right of faculty in higher education to determine the nature of their work; the real- 
ity, however, was the state's view of universities as „instruments of public pur- 
pose", domains of cornmunity participation and regionalization, and aspects of 
higher education shaped by the state (See Trow 1993). 

Functionalists like Burton Clark saw the issue to be the analysis of the relative 
weight of the market, academic oligarchy and the state. Indeed it was internal 
relationships that interested him - the emerging power of the department being 
offset by a „thickening of the external administrative overlay." (see Clark 1993) 

A discussion of autonomy also has its hortatory declamations. In this aspect it is 
regarded as revitalizing scientific research along with structures for teaching ac- 
tivities and responses to Student and society needs. Under its rubric, universities 
developing their own Statutes, regulations and participation of its personnel in 
decision-making processes. 

The more comprehensive awareness of higher education in the 1990's has en- 
abled students to learn to deal with various levels of administrative authority; this, 
in turn gave a different face to the autonomy of the university, at least to that Part 
that can be called private or internal academe. 

Another consequence of autonomy is the current trend to decentralize iinance 
i.e. income from state funds and to give leeway to university management and 
administration to invest and expend without state interferencc (except to harmo- 
nize and balance). 

The 1980's brought a certain degree of deregulation as a new kind of govern- 
mental strategy needed to encourage institutional initiatives; While some European 
governments had expressed their readiness to change regulations and policy sys- 
tems in the dircction of conditional autonomy (France, Germany, the Netherlands), 
(See Van Vught I OK9) it was the '90's that ushered in acceleration and extension. 
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Of Course, the marketing of the notion again brought about the requisite phrase- 
EQA, external quality assessment, for academics and TQM, total quality manage- 
ment for university administrators - both to be utilized in the quest for account- 
ability. 

As expected, this move toward conditional autonomy brought different results 
in different countries. For Belgium it meant that free universities (Catholic Leuven 
and liberal latitudinarian, Brussels) acquired corporate capacity and public univer- 
sities (Gent and Liege) were granted extensive administrative autonomy. A new 
funding system re. budgets, accounts, personnel regulations treated the free in the 
Same way as the public universities. „Remote control" concerning higher education 
continued to be typical of Belgium and consequently evidence of partial direct 
government intervention (see Gellert 1993). 

In yet another instance, Austria where it has been assumed that centrally gov- 
erned federal institutions left only a small margin of autonomy in financial and 
personnel matters, the University Organization Bill 1993 promises radical change. 
It will give Austrian universities new management structures which are intended to 
bring about greater effectiveness in the decision-making processes, more effi- 
ciency in working with the given resources and more accountability of the deciding 
bodies for their management performance. Democratically represented committees 
are to prescribe general strategic aims for the university to be carried out by the 
rector and deans who are to be personally responsible for the decisions. 

These changes e.g. deregulation, less detailed federal regulations, and decen- 
tralization from government level towards the new university management are 
expected to bring better and quicker decisions and more flexibility for the new 
university management in all aspects of university administration. It is then hoped 
that the motivation of all members of the university will be strengthened to find a 
comrnon ,,corporate identity" in which to produce the besl results in research, 
teaching and learning (See Bast 1993). 

A country-by-country survey in Europe as could be anticipated shows similari- 
ties in change but also deviations usually in accord with the particular cultural 
history. 

Denmark, for example, decentrali~ed decision-making in the last half of the 
'80's by giving a higher degree of freedom in educational and administrative mat- 
ters. This policy of decentralizaiion and institutional autonomy was followed by 
increasing demands on the output of thc educational system. Outputs were to be 
accounted for by institutions both in qualitative and quantitative terms. The Min- 
istry of Education Set up a system of performance indicators despite university 
opposition. Decentralization was expected to result in more efficient institutional 
management (See Gellert 1993). Greater Consensus and more individuality, how- 
ever, ultimately came about because of the Scandinavian extensive process of 
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consultation and input from all interested parties and substantial, external repre- I 

sentation on governing boards. 
However in Ireland, less developed economically, the government was not sat- 

isfied with the autonomy enjoyed by the Universities but accepted the autonomy 
that had developed successfully in the vocationally oriented non-University sector. 

Most noticeable in Italy is the gap between appearance and reality. Although 
the Italian constitution stipulates independence and the right of self-government 
for all universities, in practice all details of organization are imposed by central 
authority. There is the additional clash, analysts note, between those favoring the 
autonomy of the total university system (Ministry) and the autonomy of the indi- 
vidual university. 

The most sophisticated approach has been taken in the Netherlands. Research- 
ers have articulated the issues in the form of questions. How sound is the assump- 
tion of Dutch policy-makers that quality is related to autonomy? How autonomous 
can a system be that relies heavily on state funding? What is the relationship be- 
tween autonomy and the processes of evaluation and assessment? To what extend 
does academic freedom presuppose institutional autonomy? 

The new strategy towards higher education of ,,remote government control" 
initially seemed to strengthen institutional autonomy. Although ,,Open access" 
continued as a policy, ,,quality and differentiation" began to replace equality as a 
policy objective. The government assumed a positive causal link between institu- 
tional autonomy and quality of higher education, predicting that with more auton- 
omy, institutions will react more directly to market developments. 

Significantly the government did not propose to concentrate on a discipline but 
on a newly introduced sector (an aggregate of disciplines). This policy created 
nine sectors (education, agriculture, science, engineering, health, cconomics, law, 
behavior and society and language and culture). Each discipline was assigned to 
one of these sectors. 

Quality control begins with the individual. If quality is below Standard, then 
quality control is exercised by an independent higher education inspectorate. As to 
the planning cycle, it is clcarly affected by the decentralization of power to indi- 
vidual higher education institutions. Moreover the sector categories must confront 
the tendency to make program level not sector identity the kcy to planning. 

A cultural, if not education lag, exist in the more recent joincr of the European 
Union. The University Act of 1982 in Portugal stipulatcd that all higher education 
institutions covered by public law should be completely sclf-governed. But this 
generalization scarccly addresscd funding or policy issues. Portugal continued to 
pass laws that gave iiiore administrative and financial autonomy to univcrsitics and 
polytechnics, apparently making thcm morc independent of the political system 
and more responsible for their own actions. But the concrete manifestations of this 
declared policy have not been evident. 
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In Spain it can be similarly noted that higher education is described as a system 
of independent and competitive units. Power over the administration is shared by 
three Centers of authority-central government (ministry of education), autonomous 
communities and universities themselves. A Council of Universities debates and 
approves all academic matters that require centralized regulation. It consists of all 
public university rectors, education ministers of autonomous communities, Minis- 
try representatives and prestigious personalities usually of academic or research 
background. But Progress toward meeting the Standards of the charter European 
Union members remains slow. 

Amidst these analyses by higher education experts, one must take into account 
the Speeches of those in supra-national positions which, though ceremonial, nev- 
ertheless reflect serious thinking at the loftiest levels. The UNESCO director- 
general, for example, has asserted that the accountability of the university is ulti- 
mately different from that of any other social actor; it must demonstrate the rele- 
vance of its role to social needs and the effectiveness with which it plays that role. 

Interacting with an ever-changing environment, the university finds autonomy 
to be existential i.e. the university exists through the exercise of a freedom that is 
essentially the freedom to act. Since they affirm autonomy, the watchwords of the 
university should be relevance and quality. The director-general then turns to the 
often used warning if you do not do it, someone will do it for you. Or translated to 
the higher education domain, the private sector, or the state funded bodies, indus- 
try, telecommunications may well take over many of the university's functions. 
Although universities must institute a quality control mechanism, it cannot be the 
Same kind as in industry because of their teaching and pure research functions. 
Failure to do so will bring intervention by external authority (See Mayor 1992). 

Noting threats to intervenc from external agencics, some analysts in the ,,cul- 
ture" of academe See the inherent weakness of the university to be in managing. 
The primary pressure on the universities is to change their „culture" from a free, 
oligarchic, and consensus mode to one supported by administrative styles of man- 
agement that secure value for money in terms of economy, efficiency and effec- 
tiveness. Although equating executive management to consensus management is 
difficult, one must still differentiate between widespread consultation as part of the 
process of exccutivc managcmcnt and consensus management which may imply 
decision-making by majorities in committees and not by executive heads after 
widespread consultation (See Sizer 1988). 

The recent emphasis on management in universities has not brought agreement 
in defining „managernent" and „leadership" as they relate to thc academic enter- 
prise. Finding no tradition of a „trainingU culture in univcrsities (the notable exam- 
ple cited is thc Unitctl Kingclom). This emphasis concludes that all academic staff 
likcly to havc managcincnt rcsponsibility should have appropriaic training and that 
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distinctions must be made for management education, management training and 
management development (see Middlehurst 1988). 

A distinguished economist of higher education finds in this vein that managerial 
responsibilities have been devolved in that key middle managers in the United 
Kingdom are heads of academic departments. Managerial ability is now Seen as a 
basic criterion for administrative appointments. The new administrative post in the 
universities are in fund-raising, business and industrial liaison, overseas students, 
public relations and connections with the European Union. For funding, govern- 
rnents encourage universities to seek larger proportions of their funds from non- 
government sources in order, among other benefits, to avoid line-by-line budgets 
that insure bureaucratic regulations to See that budgets are spent as intended. Lump 
sum budgets bring about collegial control. 

Moreover the truism operates that universities with several funding sources are 
more genuinely autonomous than those which are dependent on a single funding 
body. And the ways in which higher education institutions receive their funds 
powerfully influence internal allocation and rnanagernent mechanisms, organiza- 
tional behavior and the composition of the academic services that are provided. 
For exarnple, central administration as monopolistic buyers of internal academic 
scrvices from dependent departments and research centers dilutes their autonomy. 
In addition, economies of scale in large industrial companies are not available 
within the unique structure of a large university. 

But overall the market will exert increasing influence in bettering the academic 
condition since the private sector relieves the government of some of the cost 
burden. Since private benefits accrue to private individuals, they should, be be- 
lieves, be prepared to pay for them. And services improve if the government agen- 
cies buy them from the universities rather than rnake grants for thein (sec Williams 
1992). 

This short excursion into the minetields of signification for autonomy and to a 
lesser extent management has briefly touched upon the key paradox of the topic. If 
autonomy can be defined by separation of universities from external authorities 
such as the state and its bureaucracy, it does not escape from the tyrannies of the 
market and the strictures of accountability. If management can be separated from 
administration and both from leadership, what are the decision-making centers? If 
universities, no longer guides, are also not corporate entities, what are they other 
than very long lived institutions, cornparable to the age of the church. And like the 
church they have adapted to the external political and social environrnent in their 
own way over the centuries. But does their past guarantee life without end? 

Perhaps the therne, ,,rnanaging autonornous universities" expresses frustration 
that while autonomy can be described in rnodified fashion as autonomy from (state, 
society, students, professoriate, cornmunity et. al.) rather than as an independent 
entity, managernent which has its own problcrn in being distinguished from ad- 
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z ministration, let alone leadership, is simply linked to autonomy in the pious hope 
that thereby autonomy Comes to have a kind of significance by accepting society's 

i demand for efficiency and effectiveness. And the word university may no longer 

! describe fully this changed structure.' 
I 

I Attitudes toward autonorny of universities in Central-East Europe afier 1989 differ in certain 
aspects from those in Western Europe. Towards the end of fonner regimes and dunng the political 
changes, autonomy became the mosi strongly emphasized watchword of higher education and 
reached an unnvaled higher level. After the change this exaggerated interpretaiion and practice of 
autonomy was reinforced by politically colored attempts. mainly by minisiries that wanted io influ- 
ence and control the lire of the institutions (oiher than the ceniralized ministry of education in 
communist days) and by fear of the lack of compeience in some politically over-committed gov- 
emment officials. Moreover autonomy could and orten did serve to sustain conservative attitudes 
ainongsi ihe professoriate well-entrenched from the pre 1989 period and thus to support resistance 
in innovation and change in higher educaiion necessitaied by the move from command to market 
econortiy. 
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! Changes in the European University: 
I 

I From Traditional to Entrepreneurial 
i 

Major changes are happening in European universities, associated with changes in 
the funding arrangements. Success in the market place is supplanting Peer group 
recognition as a criterion of university achievement. Science is being supplanted 
by technology. This article examines these changes in the light of the historical 

t development of the European university and with particular reference to changes 
in Swedish universities. 

The principles underlying the nineteenth century university, freedom to teach 
and freedom to learn, guaranteed the university faculty's obligation to engage in 
research and instruction. These freedoms were the consequence of significant 
autonomy allowed by the state. At present they are under attack by the persistent 
questioning of university autonomy by both state and society. 

The resulting relationship in which an industrial, commercial society demand- 
ing the practical supersedes science research, emphasizing the theoretical, is one 
in which society takes an active and guiding role. Indeed science is often trans- 
formed into technology. Universities, once the autonomous domicile of basic 
research, adapt to this development by participating in externally determined ap- 
plied research and technology. The consequent transformation of the university 
has precipitated a crisis of identity, intensified by this ongoing process of adjust- 
ment. 

Views differ as to the current identity of the university. One Sees universities 
shifting towards the needs of an information-based society and changes in univer- 
sity methods of management to accommodate the impact of informaiion process- 
ing technologies, rather than emphasizing a corporate management model as oc- 
curred in the early 1980s. Another view, more widely held, speaks of the evalua- 
tive phase, i.e. one in which cvaluation and accountability measures dominate. It 
describes wide-ranging social mobilization to confront the challenge of techno- 
logical change and organizes structures to consolidate such change, asserting that 
the pressure for an evaluative siate is as significant a reform as pressurcs for mass 
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higher education were previously. Moreover the evaluative state may even be 
thought of as an organizational change, a more sophisticated accommodation to 
mass higher education. 

For example, in a nation like Sweden, emphasis on evaluation results from the 
growing importance, although at progressively greater costs, of research and 
higher education in economic and social development. Consequently, quality and 
efficiency must be guaranteed and audited. Whether the direction is in decentral- 
izing decision-making powers (Sweden) or centralizing (Great Britain), evaluation 
is Seen as necessary for higher education Systems. 

But these efforts to characterize major changes in universities overlook the 
more radical effort to raise technology to the Status of research and teaching as the 
triad at the heart of the university, not merely to use informatics as mode and 
method. Such observers fail to note that the market-driven emphasis on technol- 
ogy can dramatically change the actual form of education and training for the 
professions, especially those of science. For instance, team research handled 
cross-disciplinarily and consortially replaces the one-for-one relationship of pro- 
fessor to graduate Student with serious consequences for the latter's training. 

Further, postulating an evaluative phase requires clarification of whether 
evaluation is based on scientific quality, thereby strengthening scientific autonomy 
or, as seems increasingly evident, on User or market evaluation. In the nineteenth 
century, science was naturally integrated as a cultural element in society. It was an 
educational and corrective social force. The ideal scientific discipline was thought 
to be interpretative and humanist, intimately linked with education and hence with 
enlightenment. But at present this ideal has faded in a science dominated by tech- 
nology and market forces. Humanists disciplines have lost most of thcir educa- 
tional force, and science as a whole has lost in cultural significance as it has 
gained in economic value and increased in technological application. 

Controlled basic research was thought to sustain theoretical and methodologi- 
cal development in various subjects and to be rightfully located in the traditionally 
independent universities. Historically the shift can be noted in the 1960s when 
pure research was attacked. It has to be defended for its economic rather than 
cultural value and to be justified as promoting needed competence. 

If the cultural significance of science has been reduced, i f  Habcrrnas is right in 
defending the autonomy of science only when it develops self-awareness, and if 
technology has increasingly taken over as the new form of 'scicnce', the putative 
equal of research and teaching as tlie three main functions of the university, can 
science and culture even bc rehabilitated, legitimating, in the traditional sense, 
universities and science? 

The answer seems to be negative as research science has to a large extent sub- 
iiiitted to the instrumental dernand that it niust scrve the economy, and thc over- 
whelming appetite of technology appcars to ignorc social responsibility. Thc dis- 
tinction between instiiuiioiis doing basic and applied research has blurrcd, even 
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broken down, raising the question of who decides the factual norms of relevant 
knowledge. A continuing drift away from the normative knowledge and disci- 
pline-based scientific training traditionally Seen as the raison d' etre of the univer- 
sity to the circumstance where the university has adapted to this development by 
participating in externally controlled applied research has created, to repeat, a 
crisis in identity. An illustration is the operative recommendation of the Central 
Committee for Norwegian Research to abolish the distinction between basic and 
applied research, questioning the relatively free position of the research councils 
and calling for political control over them. 

The particular relation of universities to researchlindustry expresses their trans- 
formation as much as such well-explored issues as university access, relation to 
the state, and governance. Sweden has exemplified these developments more than 
most nations in Europe. The evolution of its traditional universities into compre- 
hensive higher education units - högskola - encompassed altered attitudes toward 
research. The research community in Sweden insisted on the right to be repre- 
sented - if possible by a majority - in the different resource distributing agencies in 
order to guarantee autonomy and optimal growth in scientific and technological 
research. In this social democratic society, research and research organization are 
discussed in bureaucratic terms. 

Higher education and research are being integrated in other social and eco- 
nomic activities, for society has begun to intervene more directly and energeti- 
cally. Research itself is considered one of the most efficient tools in creating the 
future welfare society. 

Establishing integrated 'research institutions' rcquired practical competence 
more than disciplinary distinction by professorslresearchers and ideological com- 
patibility (social democracy) more than superior work. Engaging less in theoreti- 
cal research unit maintenance and rnore in delibcrately making large concessions 
to powerful 'sectoral' research organization slowly transformed the research 
councils into bureaucratic authorities which attempted to minimize the needs of 
the pure research structures by giving everybody - disciplines, institutions, sub- 
disciplines and individuals - their 'fair Share' of the limited resources. 

The changcd universities (högskola) wcrc intended above all to supply this new 
research system with qualified manpower. The victory of sectoral research meant 
that traditional rcscarch hat1 rnore or less acceptcd political and bureaucratic defi- 
nitions of what was considcrcd 'socially relevant' rescarch. The opponents of this 
development believed that continuing 'sectorization' or rnore precisely 'bureauc- 
ratization' has gradually distorted the entire concept of 'social relevante' until it 
has become identical with the pressing needs of short-terrn planning and of day-to- 
day politics. 

In consequence the actual 'expertise' in research planning was trarisferred from 
representatives of disciplinary compctence to burcaucratic specialists. According- 
ly, planning and organizing rescarch changed, absorbcd into a systcm that dcsired 
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a maximum of 'practical research' in the shortest time possible. This had a rapid 
and enduring effect on the distribution of funds and other types of resource allo- 
cation in traditional academic research. A highly formalized system of choosing 
between relevant and 'worthy' research products was introduced. The needs and 
values of politics and bureaucracy became decisive in creating new fields of re- 
search. Bureaucratic control and accounting of research grants came to be standard 
procedure and independent university or högskola administration with bureau- 
cratic rather than academic localities was introduced and made legitimate. 

Vocational training superseded research affiliation as the central dimension in 
Swedish higher education. Sweden's U-68 law had brought a sharply different set 
of fundamental goals for higher education - ideological schooling, social welfare 
and regional justice. This devaluation of academic research in general might have 
led eventually to a lessening belief in what Thorstein Veblen once called 'the 
professional instinct'. However, economic difficulties in the early 1980s forced a 
modification which lowered the allocation for sectoral research and increased that 
for pure research. While government funds for basic research in the universities 
were being marginally increased at the expense of sectoral research for socially 
relevant projects, another significant development was occurring. A close relation- 
ship between university and industry was developing, resulting in considerable 
funds being devoted to applied research, that is, research more specifically de- 
voted to economic growth. Thus, the debate begai-i to shift from opposition of pure 
to sectoral research to contention between basic and applied science, and conse- 
quently a closer and more complex transfer between university and industry, 
driven by the demand for economic progress. The university in Sweden had 
moved from traditional to comprehensive and was not prepared to be entrepreneu- 
rial. A Swedish researcher commented: 

"Sweden's higher education system, which used to have a rathcr negative atti- 
tude toward cooperation with industry, can now show an extensive ayid constantly 
growing network of contacts with various branches of the business sector .... 
Among the reasons behind this change of heart are the limited funding available 
for research at institutions of higher learning and the demand by Swedish industry 
for advanced researchers to help bring about rapid technological development." 

Another has stated: "The pendulum has swung a long way in the other direc- 
tion from the early 1970s, when there was a fear of cooperation between the 
higher education systern and industry. Now we'll have to make sure to create rules 
to ensure that the pendulum won't swing too quickly to any new extreme again". 

Industrialists have hinted that if the university and collcge system do not pro- 
vide for their new technological needs, thcy might start their own institutions of 
higher education, as in thc Unitcd States where, in 1985, cighteen corporations 
were awarding doctorate degrees. Such a project would soon requirc a place vcry 
near the frontiers of research with a research agenda of its own. This, in the long 
run, would suggcst a total transforrnation of the Swedish higher education system. 
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The new structure would replace the already comprehensivized traditional Swed- 
ish university. The threat intended to enhance collaboration between industry and 
existing universities and colleges appears to have succeeded. 

This change paralleled a similar movement in Western European countries. 
University leaders have been cautious over this evolution. The West German 
Rectors Conference, for example, has several times warned against sacrificing 
university research to short-sighted rationalization restricting it to goals that are 
immediately applicable to technological terms. The East Germans, however, fol- 
lowing the Soviet Union's reforms in drawing together university research and 
production centres have announced, in the words of their Secretary of State re- 
sponsible for university-production cooperation, 266 open-ended and over 2400 
fixed term research contracts with the production sector. To meet the dernands of 
this new policy, university curricula are being radically revised. Eight basic lines 
of study affecting the training of engineers, economists, agriculturalists, mathe- 
maticians, medical doctors, lawyers and natural and social scientists with altered 
Programmes and Courses have been introduced. Scarce financial resources and a 
sirnultaneous rapid increase in student numbers had resulted in heavy claims on 
the teaching capacity of universities, rnaking it difficult to Support the importance 
of basic research in the universities. Since the ideal for centurics of self-respecting 
universities has been to integrate teaching and research, this is an authentic prob- 
lern. Universities have evolved from educating a small minority into socio- 
political institutions educating a labour force of mass dimensions. During this 
same period, research has proceeded from the exclusive activity of some gifted 
individuals into an industry for the systematic production of knowledge and to a 
new ratio between fundamental and applied research at the universities, created by 
econornic necessity, if not by conceptual progress. 

While research has bcen a fundamental function of the university and only the 
university can integratr research and teaching, vocational and !echnological train- 
ing has often been the dornain of separate institutions. However, the present trans- 
formation is for these activities to be incorporated in the universities and to be- 
come a factor in modifying their time-honoured objectives. 

The growing financial dependence of universities on corporations is clear and 
the consequences continue to alarm university traditionalists. A recent study by 
Harvard University Center for Hcalth Policy focused on the collaboration between 
industry and bio-technology faculty membcrs at forty major American universities 
with these results: 
( 1 )  Faculty members supported in their research by industry were four times more 

likely to assert that they had becn influenced in thcir choicc of topic by possi- 
ble commercial application of their research than wcrc their colleagues. 

(2) Seventy per cent of these faculty members agrced that universitylindustry 
relationships pose the risk of shifting too much emphasis to applied research. 
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(3) Faculty members at more than half of the universities in the sample answered 

'yes' to 'Have you personally conducted any research at your university, the 
results of which are property of the Sponsor [industry] and cannot be published 
without their consent?' 

In the same cautionary vein, President H. Keith Brodie of Duke University has 

I 
i 

pointed out that since universities serve the public, there is a tendency for business 1 
to view them as being similar to public libraries, filled with free information 1 
waiting to be tapped. Businesslindustry also bring their context and values with 
them, not recognizing that in universities faculty mernbers are not employees, 

i 
although they receive compensation for their efforts, and in universities making 
money is only a secondary reality - a means rather than an end. 

I 
Traditionalists have often proclaimed the responsibility of universities to i 

evaluate the effect of advances in technology. Indeed they assert that for universi- 
ties to judge the consequences of research and technology, humanities and social i 

sciences must be strengthened. The Humboldtian faculty have recognized the ; 
danger of being overwhelmed by short range projects in applied sciences and by i 
too much development work which would be better handled outside the universi- 
ties. 

Governments in Europe have, in the past, been allies to universities in rsspect- 
ing academic prerogatives and university autonomy. Industry, on the contrary, 
having to grasp the immediate implications of change in order to survive, with less j 
deference, demands more of universities. Research institutions are similarly under I 
pressure to develop theoretical into applied research. ! 

The number of graduate students in science and technology had alrcady been 
' 

reduced in the 1970s because the benefits of modern technology wcrc then being 
sharply questioned and because changed curricula were overly rnarket-oriented 
with fewer problem-oriented teachers to wpe.  Moreover they wcrc not at the 
frontiers of research and consequently not able to inspire their studcnts to go into 
research. 

In Sweden, for example, a Consensus developed that began with the premise i 
that research was an activity performed with specially worked out methods which 
must continually be scrutinized. It continued with the argument that research is 
concerned with professional demands that must not be tampered with by a 1960s 
type of democratization and participation. No country, especially a smaller one, 
can afford to show strengtli in all fields of research. To utilize new knowledge 
rapidly, every nation strives for 'consunier competence' in as many areas as pos- i 
sible. Universities inust makc difficult dccisions wilh regard to places of strenglh i 

for further invcstincrit arid the ficlds in whicli it is sufficient to aim only for corn- 
petence. To  perforrri applied rcscarch, thc fundamental keys - basic research (hy- 
potheses, ideas, methods) - along witli taletited scientists have to be available. 

New structures like industrial science parks attached to universities were sug- 
gested to alleviate difficulties by shortening the time lag between discoveries and 
industrial application, solving the problern of necessary confidentiality of scien- 
tific results since a research organization within the confines of a university must 
be Open. Moreover the parks, it was hoped, would create respect for basic research 
and prevent industry in the interests of applied and technological activity from 
absorbing seed money for university research. 

It must be remembered that in many research areas all that is possible is to 
maintain and to survey present knowledge, when pushing to the boundaries of 
knowledge or engaging in sufficient 'pure' research to produce adequate bedrock 
for technical and applied utilization is the desired objective. 

The difficulties of industryluniversity collaboration lie in concretely handling 
basic science in an industrial environment, the growing complexity of industrial 
research and development, the slowness of response of industry to certain types of 
technical change, the obstacles in linking academic technology to the specific 
needs of industry, the slowness of science transfer through education, and the 
issue of the low level of research and development in many srnall and medium 
sized firms (see Rikard Stankiewicz's pioneering work, Academics and Entrepre- 
neurs, 1986). 

Specific problems between university and industry are: conflicts regarding re- 
search priorities; conflicts wiih respect to the allocation of personal and material 
resources; social conflicts which are the result of incommensurability of value 
scales; conflicts over the disciplinary nature of academic research; conflicts con- 
cerning free cornmunication and secrecy; conflicts ovcr property rights; and con- 
flicts which arc the product of the organizational incompatibility of universities 
and industry. 

Thc rnotives for industry to seek university cooperation arc self-evident: to 
solve pressing technical problems; gain access tc facilities and personnel for utili- 
zation and recruitment; have a window on the research front; and increase the 
scope of the firm's own research and development. The reasons for universities 
looking for industry collaboration are also visible: to acquire funds for complex 
instrumentation: for furthering pure research; for supplementing researchlprofes- 
sorial income; and to increase placemcnt opportunities for their graduates. 

Stankiewicz has in mind a ncw structure which he thinks will lead to effective 
collaboration. He finds that conflicts have always been prcscnt in the university - 
between disciplincs, ncw vcrsus old, humanistic vcrsus natural science, and spe- 
cialists versus thc gcncralist ideal of knowledgc and cducation. Moreover there 
has been tension bciween thc philosophk-scicntific and vocatiorial-tcchnological 
orientation of univcrsitics. He citcs conflicts betwccn tcaihing arid research for the 
last one hundred years, rivalry bctwccn undergraduatc arid graduatc cducation and 
finally even refers to thc polar conccpts of the university as thc scrvant and as the 
critic of cstablished socicty. All of this is Part of an cflilrt to lcgitimize and place 
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in perspective the conflict between industry and university as one of two different 
worlds and Systems of values. 

More serious, though, is Stankiewicz's proposed change of the present state of 
affairs by creating intermediate peripheral institutions to help would-be entrepre- 
neurs and to promote entrepreneurial culture within the university environment 
(Enterprise Forum at MIT and Electronics Group at University of Lund) - a far cry 
from the traditional university! He would employ the strategy of producing high 
technology universities by establishing this new technological identity for those 
universities created in the 1960s and 1970s to meet the expansion in Student num- 
bers or by founding brand new ones like the Technical University of Compiegne. 

But Stankiewicz's vision is based on the shaky premise that technology can or 
should be raised to the level of teaching and research in the university, transform- 
ing the university. His comparison is to the kind of cultural-organizational change 
in the nineteenth century when the university unwillingly embraced science. How- 
ever, technology is the consequence of science, not its equal in scope, method or 
weight. Moreover the university, Humboldtian or even pre-Humboldtian, cannot 
accept this new concept of university in which technology generation and transfer 
are viewed as central, or peripheral, functions. Indeed if such were to be, there 
would be no point to calling the new structure a university. 

Yet the mere proposal reveals the enormous pressure on the university as we 
have known it and the ahistorical, aphilosophical mar~et-oriented, economically 
profitable technology strategy in full sail. The institution, the university, that Clark 
Kerr says has endured for more than 900 years, may well be heading toward a 
transformation so radical as to become a qualitatively different structure. While 
the point can be made that the heterogeneity and adaptability of the academic 
System have enabled the changes, raising technology into a triuiiivirate with re- 
search and teaching, given qualitative and value-laden differentes, is beyond co- 
opsration, not valid within the historical definition of the university. 

The extreme of the case has been Set forth by Professor John Ashworth, Vice- 
Chancellor of the University of Salford and more recently the head of the London 
School of Economics who employs the phrase 'ventures and enterprises' in place 
of traditional research and development and lauds his university's objective of 
'dismantling our Ivory Tower'. 

For these proponents the issue is not one of faculty loyalty to a discipline, 
based on pure research, or to an institution but is simply a matter of improving 
effective management to cement collaboration between university and industry. 

To  continue with the Salford objective, Ashworth would wish to transcend the 
distinction bctwcen education and training by assigning institutional (university) 
ethos to tlic care of industry and business. Salford University has created a 
'shadow university administration', consisting of a commission with equal num- 
bers of faculty and industry representatives, to decide its research policy and to 

create management structures within the university more suitable to industry- 
university collaboration. 

Indeed it considers department chairs to be 'key line managen'. Salford's pol- 
icy is to replace departments with multi-discipline Centers as research loci and 
even to provide a new kind of graduate training in applied industrial skills. 

Questions persist. How can universities contribute to the transfer of technology 
from the laboratory into production process? Has there been too much emphasis 
placed on the transfer of products as opposed to knowledge? 1s there a new role 
for the arts and social science through their contribution to the modification of 
social, cultural and regional knowledge? What is the responsibility of the univer- 
sity in relation to training for specific jobs? 

Salford University Senate answered by declaring that the University must seek 
to serve the best interests of industry, commerce and the public as well as of its 
students, asserting a parity of esteem among teaching, research and technology 
skill transfer. 

Yet this closer relationship with industry in research and development in uni- 
versity training increasingly interferes with broad training in methodology and the 
intra-disciplinary motivated choice of theme for dissertation work. The initial 
problem for graduate education had been created by a decreased, more heteroge- 
neous applicant pool, substantial reduction in federally sponsored graduate train- 
ing programmes, increasingly obsolete scientific equipment, and inadequate re- 
search facilities as against increased aggregate cost of graduate study. Had then 
the problem of graduate education shifted from adequate financing to appropriate 
training? 

Significant also is the impact of the new relationship of freedom of inquiry and 
timely communication, i.e. publication of scicntific findings to protect industry's 
need to ascertain the potential patcntability of technical developrnents (patent 
process; financial responsibility for potential patenting prcicesses; definitions of 
property ownership and royalties distribution; exclusive license of Patents result- 
ing from industry-sponsored research and graduate training partnership; collabo- 
rative (shared) research time and research; and information transfer between par- 
ticipating institutions). 

Can contemporary graduate training and research programmes (such as bio- 
technology) bc incorporated within a steady state graduatc Operation without cur- 
ricular and resource adjustiiicnts that decrease the quality of other essential gradu- 
ate training programines'? Can these new programmes maintain the balance of 
responsibility of faculty for tcaching and research as well as for institutional serv- 
ices? The tentativc answcrs are that faculty participating in industry-sponsored 
research have been their efforts in the instructional area reduced, and the quality of 
graduate mentorship has declined. 

The imposition of highly specific industry-sponsorcd rcsearch programmes 
ncccssarily affects a university structure characteri~cd by morc expensive less 
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specialized approaches to graduate training and research. Industry-sponsored re- 
search often necessitates linkage between otherwise independent schol- 
arslprofessors, creating difficulty for graduate students whose relationship is likely 
to have been that of Single mentor to graduate student. 

While free inquiry and Open exchange of information and generic research 
materials are vital to the professional interests of faculty, they are also important 
for the scholarlresearcher in training graduate students and post-doctoral fellows 
who have to be allowed to engage in essentially unlimited exploration of basic 
questions. In addition the opportunity to submit findings to the peer-review publi- 
cation process needs to be preserved, the proprietary nature of the industry- 
sponsored research notwithstanding. 

Therefore, the traditional precepts and objectives of graduate training may 
make the highly selective and focused industry-sponsored research contracts un- 
desirable. Rather might there be broadly based industrial Support of fundamental 
or theoretical research - rarely to be found. 

It is more significant to note with historians of higher education that Hum- 
boldt's idea of a university rested on a strict division of responsibility between 
state and university, the former being responsible for framing conditions within 
which the university should operate, the latter fulfilling these conditions through 
its own self-government. Traditional legitimation of autonomy for the university 
has been eroding, and universities are now trying to justify their position as 
autonomous bodies by making a recognizable contribution to solving man's most 
pressing economic, if not social or political problems. 

In linking the function and purpose of higher education firmly with economic 
perforrnance, governments clearly favour vocationally oriented Courses in engi- 
neering, technology and related fields at the expense of the humanities: education 
for pleasure and general culture and the financing of scholarship and research as 
an end in itself are not considered affordable unless the economic performance of 
the country improves - a policy that imperils the university's much cherished 
freedom to engage in pure research both in the arts and sciences. 

Yet, the greatest strength of the university has been in its balance of the arts, 
social sciences and natural sciences. Technology has not to date achieved the 
status of these three congeries, nor has it gained the more exalted state of equality 
with teaching and research. The pressures are not from within, the realm of iruth- 
seeking and conceptual knowledgc acquired, but from without, markct-driven, 
economically derived and societally influenccd. 

The 1970s conceded that while teaching and research havc always been the es- 
sence of universiiy lifc, thc content of thcsc functions had changcd considerably. 
But in that decade thc factor of change seemcd urgent and consisted of important 
social needs and problems, not as today, when economic needs and problcms 
dominate. Whcre in the 1970s adaptation was to be developed within the institu- 
tions themselves, the prescnt cinphasis on tcchnology and industry has created 
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i 
/ hybrid universitylindustry structures or new institutions produced outside the 

universities by industryluniversity consortia. These changes will be likely to alter 
i 
! permanently the university and its traditional functions and values. 
j There is, of course, no return possible to the Humboldtian university of the 
i nineteenth century. And even the conservative professoriate have grudgingly ac- i 
I cepted the widened access to students and broadening of curricula that denominate 

the comprehensive university. And obviously the university as a long-lived insti- / tution has survived by constantly adjusting to changing social and political needs. 
1 Yet the present rapid and radical move to a university adaptive in a major fashion 

1 to economic development. to an entrepreneurial university, would appear to go 
, beyond modification to a sufficiently changed structure that no longer for many 

/ institutions fits the time-honored definition of a university. 
One can bow to the precept that economy of thought characterizes permanent 

/ change, i.e. one must adhere in the new as closely as possible to the old it replaces. 
; Thus the new structure will retain the noun 'university' resorting euphemistically 
i to adjectives to dexribe the change: business-like university, corporate university, 

1 adaptive university, enterprise university or entrepreneurial university. A predic- 
L tion, however, can be rnade that numerous institutions will drop altogether or 
j never use meaningfully the word university to describe what they do. 

Peter Scott is close to the mark when he writes that the major relationship that 
has grown between university and industry developed because „the different 1 branches of knowledge find it increasingly difficult to regard modern university as 
in any sense or organic, academic society rather than simply a shared bureaucratic 
environment, a common material framework of buildings, jobs, careers and 

I equipment which can be exploited for a variety of more or less cognitive activities 
! that have little in cornrnon with each other" (1984). 
1 Nevertheless he has described this crisis of the university in the manner previ- 

ous generational crises, whereas the conclusion of lhis analysis is that the qualita- 
tive change is so radical that the very identity of the university and the justification 
for even using the term itself maybe called into question. 
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3. Student aid programs (federal). 
4. Diversifying post-secondary institutions (state). 
5. Elaborating systems of higher education (state). 
6. Shifting of teachers colleges to comprehensive institutions (state). 
7. Subsequently transforming those state comprehensive colleges into public 

state doctoral-granting universities (mainly from federal money). 
8. Strengthening university ties to industry (state and regional economic devel- 

opment). 

The federal role is often discerned in broad gauge-policy such as overcoming 
barriers to equal educational opportunity, ensuring that manpower needs are met, 
supporting innovation in improvement in tertiary education and disseminating 
results of research and practical demonstrations. Such policy guidance differs from 
direct state intervention as in Sweden. Recently, however, increase in federal in- 
fluence has been Seen in clashes between universities and federal agencies in the 
U.S. over management and accounting procedures with respect to grants and con- 
tracts and increasing federal regulation of actual content of research such as ge- 
netic engineering and research on human subjects. 

But these activities are general as compared to the specific state intervention in 
Sweden. There the state was able to structure and regulate by its control or influ- 
ence over formal decision-making organizations, the rules of qualification and 
competence attached to certain positions, control of resource allocations, size of 
study programs and entry figures, admission regulations, specifications for study 
programs and awarding of degrees. 

In the U.S.A. on the other hand as Burton Clark has noted the preeminence of 
America's 100 research universities did not come through national planning or 
other forms of unified overt direction but rather was the result of large size, ex- 
treme decentralization of control, extensive uiiiversity diversity, sharp institutional 
cornpetition and substantial institutional hierarchy. The central feature was decen- 
tralized control in that the major private universities were under individual, self- 
perpetuating governing boards and the numerous public universities were directed 
by 50 different controlling boards (one for each state). 

Compared to other national systems, the U.S. is an Open system in which com- 
petitive disorder and a market-like Status hierarchy condition the ways in which 
institutions define themselves, seek external resources, and intcrnal arrangements 
for research, teaching and learning. The dcccntrali~cd, divcrsified and competitive 
system encourages initiative and an entrepreneurial Spirit in individual universities. 
Moreover, cornpetitive universities whether public or private, actively seek mean- 
ingful autonomy. They press for frccdolii Srom the control of the state, church or 
professional associations. 
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The localization of responsibility strengthens the search for autonomy. Another 
insurance for institutional autonomy is to have not one major source of financing, 
the ministry in a unified system, but many sources. Thus, both public and private 
institutions could extend and diversify their portfolio of revenue services. 

The competitive university of necessity was unusually receptive to self- 
elaboration and enlargement. In contrast to the lack of such courses in most Euro- 
pean universities, having a distinct graduate level of courses and credits in the 
basic disciplines was a decided benefit. Professional school structures were in- 
creasingly lodged at post-bachelor's level and the intense professional preparation 
was separated from the undergraduate years. Consequently, a tripartite structure 
(undergraduate, graduate and professional) was created. 

Secularizing faculty, institutionalizing academic research and organizing aca- 
demic specialities intensified the driving force of competition. With no central 
supervision, faculty growth and diversification interacted with the variety of finan- 
cial resources and gave some institutions a competitive edge. 

Organized research units and interdisciplinary programs increased in number 
because of the research imperative and the research-driven complexity of the con- 
tinuing differentiation of basic units - departments or congeries of cognate disci- 
plines. 

Authority was also differentiated, encompassing broad, centralized guidance 
and operational control devolved to professional schools, sub-colleges, depart- 
ments and inter-disciplinary research units. 

However, federally funded grants and contracts remain a rnajor part of the 
budgets of all the leading American universities and the overhead or indirect cost 
reimbursement goes for allocation to the administration, not to the researcher. 
These federal grant universities (so narned by Clark kerr) Support mandated sci- 
ence as opposed to disciplinary science. 

Still centralized peer review, occasionally called the invisible government of 
the disciplines, has prevailed. The three-fold structure of university authority - 
administrative hierarchy, faculty Senates or councils and disciplines (which govern 
research imperatives in peer review) - currently dominates. In certain matters an- 
other division of authority and responsibility among trustees, campus-level admin- 
istrators and faculty obtains. The two-tiered system of undergraduate college and 
graduate school has as its primary base the department or unity of cognate disci- 
pline whose flexibility contrasts sharply with the Europcan chair systern. Yet an- 
other instance of a powerful form of cross-institutional grouping in Arnerican 
higher education is the aforementioned professional or learning society. 

The greater internal density within a university lessens die authority of the staff, 
for its professional schools operate like major, semi-indepcndent businesses. The 
consequence has been that differentiation and multiplication of basic units changed 
the character of universities. 
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And the greater density of universities is shown by the CO-existence of research 
universities and doctoral-granting or comprehensive universities which become 
semi-research universities. The types of universities with a graduate prograrn and 
research proclivity range from the rich and famous to the scarcely adequate and 
insures increased competition for research Support and institutional Status. 

The greater complexity of contemporary American systems of higher education 
may bring less „top down" control but the steering rnechanism whether in indirect 
or direct form rernains centralized to a degree. On the whole, however, decentrali- 
zation, diversification, cornpetition, entrepreneurial energy, and greater profes- 
sional Peer control characterize the systern and seerningly better serve the univer- 
sity enterprise than do centralization and state control, thus accounting for the 
motors of change and the mechanisms of continuity in the U.S. system. 

The bureaucracy of state control of universities is for the rnost part avoided 
when both strategic and operational decision-making are decentralized to the point 
where responsibility for institutional advancernent is largely localized. 

In cornparing Sweden and U.S.A., it may be concluded that even when Sweden 
moved frorn traditional to professional and societal oriented university and back 
again to rnodified traditional, professional structure, that state dictated the change, 
but it can also be argued that the supposed mistake of excessive emphasis on so- 
cietal needs was a product of overwhelming state control planning which had 
scarce regard for input from non-staff or non-bureaucratic sources. 

In the U.S.A. the competitive, dominant university system with its rich re- 
search, graduate education accornplishrnents has in effect strengthened its influ- 
ence and authority, the further removed it has becorne frorn state control. The 
present and continuing decrease in state and federal funding will force even greater 
competition for non-governrnent non-state funds. Yet the rnajor research universi- 
ties will rernain a significant element of the budgct. But thele is not the dominant 
force the state in Sweden still possesses in higher education. It rnust be noted, 
however, that some observers contend that current Swedish developments are not 
simply a question of state regulation but rather represent a radical shift in the value 
systern underlying educational policy. 

Recent Trends in American Higher ~ducation' 

In this essay I review recent trends in American higher education some of which 
reveal adaptive strategies in response to societal needs. Enrollment of Blacks is 
on the rise. Continuing education is growing steadily. There is a progressive blur- 
ring of the distinction between public and private higher education. Universities 
are becoming more involved in the education of teachers. Evaluation and ac- 
countability are high prioriries on the agenda as are relations with the socioeco- 
nomic environment. Finally, I point to a process of bureaucratization in universi- 
ties und progressive changes in the role of the university president. 

An essay on trends in conternporary higher education systems must note the „twin 
imperatives of meeting growing individual demand for education while having to 
rernold its educational Systems in the light of economic, industrial and social 
changc" (Neave, 1985, p. 10). The ,,cornplex ambiguous and confusing case" 
(Clark, 1985a, p.5) of America involves an enorrnous variety of structures and 
practices in the 50  decentralized United States. Despite the cornplexity and diver- 
sity, some general patterns can be discerned which we shall call trcnds or direc- 
tions or tendencies. It is important to deal with these patterns because the educa- 
tional systems through rnuch of American history have been the focus of public 
attention, particularly the concerns for equity and for excellence between which 
public pressure has vacillated over time and which, as objectives for higher edu- 
cation, have competed sharply for resources and priority on the national agenda. 

The best case scenario asserts that the Arnerican systern of higher education 
rates high in access; its rcsearch universities are 20th century pace-setters with 
great depth and breadth of productive activity in most fields. It concludes that the 
extensive array of colleges and universities seems capable of doing many things 
on many fronts reasonably well (Clark, 1985b). The many higher education insti- 
tutions are greatly differentiated: rnost of thern draw students out of a variety of 
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backgrounds and they create individual mixtures of programs and customers. 
Private institutions compete sharply with one another as well as with public col- 
leges and universities; public ones compete among themselves, thus creating an 
abundance of student choice. Nevertheless trends are tangible and this account 
touches on the most prominent or visible. 

Trends suggest a continuation in force of changes initiated in the past. Ameri- 
can higher education is no exception to this axiom. Public and private institutions 
constitute the higher education system in the United States. While more than half 
of the institutions are private, they have only 20% of the students, a decline from 
40% in the last 20 years. About 1700 of the 3400 colleges and universities are 
supported primarily by tax funds and thus are called public. However private in- 
stitutions receive public research money. Many states provide direct subsidies to 
private institutions - New York, for example, gives money for each degree 
awarded by a private university and Maryland furnishes some of the annual public 
higher education budget, regardless of size, to private colleges and universities. 
This income, several million dollars in the case of large private universities, is 
provided without any conditions as to its expenditure. 

Public universities receive research grants from private industry, nonprofit 
foundations, an other units of the private sector. They get about 30% of all volun- 
tary Support for colleges, twice the percentage they obtained 30 years ago. Stu- 
dents at both private and public universities are eligible for public loans and 
grants. Although average costs to students at private institutions are more than 
four times those at public ones, students have, directly and indirectly, public sup- 
port at the Same time as they enjoy the benefits of a private education; thus the 
acceleration of these developments has enlarged the blurring of the distinction 
between public and private higher education. 

School and University 
A problem coming to the fore is the relationship between the school and the uni- 
versity, which is complex and even adversarial: The American education system is 
decentralized with nearly 16,000 local school districts. The connections between 
higher and lower education vary from the public to the private sector, from one 
state to another, within states from one school district to another, and nationally 
from one type of college to another (Clark, 1985b). 

A recent dramatic illustration is the virtual take-over by Boston University of 
the Chelsea, Massachusetts, school systern on a contract basis in which the univcr- 
sity will have authority with respect to appointment, budget and curricula, all with 
the intcnt to rescuc a system in chaos, unable to fulfill its teaching effectively. 
However, Boston University is private and expects from its contract the customary 
opportunities to supply consuliants, teachers, counselors and researchers on sala- 
ries paid by the school district. 
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The massive and diverse nature of American higher education requires statisti- 
cal information as background for comprehending what is happening in the sys- 
tem. In the last decade the multiplying of the number of higher education units 
was often the result of newly established two-year colleges (at least 60% of the 
increase). The National Center for Educational Statistics reported 13.5 million 
students in higher education for 1989, fueled by an 11% jump in students aged 25 
or older. This was a 3.4% rise of 440,000 over the 1988 figure, the sharpest rise 
since 1980 (Digest, 1989). 

There were 1.87 million post-secondary degrees awarded in 1989: an all-time 
high, with most of them earned by female students. Over one million Bachelor's 
degrees were granted in 1989, but the highest increase was in Master's degrees, up 
3%. While the peak of the ,,baby boom" enrollment has passed, a higher propor- 
tion of the smaller number of high school graduates have opted for university 
enrollment. But 1990 has shown a steep decline in applications for adrnission, a 
5% to 10% drop. Consequently there will be a smaller pool for colleges to choose 
from, and females constitute the largest part of the pool. In fact, female student 
numbers are up 14% from 1981 compared to male students, up 3% (Digest, 1989). 

Nevertheless the ranking evaluation will likely hold that 10% of the colleges 
will remain competitive, i.e., the best students compete to attend and the colleges 
compete for the most qualified; 56% are selective, i.e., institutions that do not 
admit all of their applicants and 34% have Open admission policies. 

Moreover close to 50% of high school graduates entered college the year after 
graduation compared to 33% for 1960. Indeed more than 60% of recent high 
school graduatcs took Courses in college. The figures also show improvement 
regarding enrollment of Blacks, from 18% of Black high school graduates in 1960 
to nearly 30% in 1988-89, a figure, however, that has not improved for 1990. 
Whites in the same period went from 24% enrolled to mure than 32% (Digest, 
1989). 

It is clear that higher education in the United States faces a greater volume of 
tasks as it incorporates more people, connects to more occupations, affects more 
life chances, and seeks to structure itself around more and more rapidly changing 
bodies of knowledge. The expanding load of obligated work leads to persistent 
problems of how to modify structurcs and alter procedures in order to do effec- 
tively all that has tu bc doiic. 

Teacher Education 
A significant trend is the immediate consideration of the trainirig of school teach- 
ers. Long neglectful of teacher education, leading universitics have begun to look 
for ways to improve a disastrous school systern. Thc highcr thc status of the uni- 
versity the less its involvement in teacher prcparation has bcen. Mainly, the state 
collegcs trained tcachers. However rnounting public and govcrnmcnt concern 
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about a failed school system led to the most prominent universities to organize, 
study, and make recommendations (Holmes, 1986). They emphasize content more 
than method, develop more involvement with teacher internship than in the cus- 
tomary practice teaching assistant apprenticeship process, and concentrate on  
graduate training and professionalizing of the teacher. 

Trends toward complexity ordinarily suggest a maturing and professional so- 
phistication of a system, but current trends in higher education are more easily 
detected because of the availability of richly detailed statistics; however the end 
result is not necessarily a system that more subtly and more decisively meets so- 
cial needs. Higher education often appears simply to borrow the language and 
structure of another value system - the corporate world - rather than assimilate and 
shape external institutions to its inner objectives. 

A by-product of wide-spread publication of books and articles of successful 
and out-moded corporation presidents has been several recent studies which en- 
deavor to gather and interpret statistics regarding the role of university and college 
presidents. 

Role of University President 
In responding to a questionnaire item requesting predictions as to the role of uni- 
versity presidents in the year 2000, most heads emphasized the increased impor- 
tance of fundraising, the proliferation of ceremonial functions, and the growing 
significance of management skills especially at the second level of line adminis- 
trators. Nonacademic matters, including political activities for public institutions 
will, they prophesied, occupy an even larger percentage of presidential time. 

Such major community-related problems as AIDS, drug addiction, crime esca- 
lation, and homelessness will demand the attention of thc univcrsity. Several 
presidents foresee more decisions coming at the system Icvcl, consequently 
changing the role of the individual university or college head within the system to 
one akin to a British Vice-Chancellor or European Rector. This phenomenon has 
already been remarked in the four largest university systems in United States - 
California State University and College, State University of New York, City Uni- 
versity of New York, and the University of California. 

Presidents will be more heavily involved in building connections with tlie fed- 
eral and state governments and the private sector. Replaccrnent faculty for the 
many retirements that will come in the last dccadc of thc ccntury will bc high on 
the year 2000 agcnda. Setting high standards for the university will be a responsi- 
bility of presidents that has high priority in a pcriod when larger faculty and trus- 
tee involvernent is also predicted. Access for minorities and substantial, costly, 
athlctic activities will continue to be debated issues. A number of respondents 
refer to the privatir.ation of public scctor highcr education viz. closer relations of 
university to cconoinic dcvclopmcnt. 
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Pressures for action and change will shorten terms of office of university presi- 
dents since they will be required to show major societal leadership. The next mil- 
lennium will commence with university presidents who will be managers more 
than academic and managerial styles will depend on technology. President as 
catalyst is a favorite notion, as is president as leader in demanding accountability 
measures for faculty. The ideal year 2000 president will be both academic leader 
and efficient administrator and he or she will have to face increased centralization 
and bureaucratization (Wasser, 1990). 

Professional Associations I 
J. Increasing attention is being paid to the function of professional associations on 

the American higher education scene. A 1982 Carnegie report states that there are 
about 50  professional organizations accrediting American colleges and universi- 
ties, with many of them very successful in having their recommendations of 
changes and additions to curricula implemented. These associations, classified as 
voluntary nonprofit agcncics, are able to define the requiremcnts for admission, 
general and particular, to higher education institutions. They are governed by 
boards elected by the membership usually on the recommendations of a nominat- 
ing committee. Numbering in the hundreds, more than 250 belong to the umbrella 
organization of universities and colleges, the American Council on Education 
(Atwell, 1989). 

Those with greatest strength are associations representing college and univer- 
sity presidents - six in particular. The exclusive Association of American Univer- 
sities whose mcmbership, by invitation, includes 62 leading inajor research uni- 
versities is one. The fivc vthers are the American Association of State Colleges 
and Universities (morc than 375 members), the National Association of State 
Universities and Land-grant Colleges (150 mernbers), the American Association 
of Community and Senior Colleges (1250 members), the National Association of 
Independent (Private) Colleges and Universities (850 members), and American 
Council on Education with 1500 institutional and 250 association members. 

There are two major associations for governing boards, the last and most pow- 
erful link in the chain of dccision making in universitics, the Association of Gov- 
erning Boards of Collcgcs and Universitics and thc Association of Community 
Collcgc Trustees. 

Campus administrative units have organizations for Business Officers, Law 
School, Medical Colleges, Personnel, Financial Aid Officcrs, Foreign Student 
Advisers, Continuing Education, Teacher Education, Graduate Schools, Physical 
Plant Administrators, and others. Principal represcntatives for faculty are the 
Airierican Association of University Professors and the Amcricari Federation of 
Tcachcrs. Individual - as different frorii institutional - irieinbersliip associations 

, includc thc Amcricari Associalion Ior Highcr Education anti tlic Amcrican Asso- 
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ciation of University Administrators. Testing agencies are also key actors in the 
American higher education arena. They bear the names of American College 
Testing, Educational Testing Service, College Entrance Examination Board, and 
the National Association of College Admission counselors. 

And, of Course, there are hundreds of disciplinary associations such as Ameri- 
can Chemical Society, American Physics Society, Modern Language Association, 
American Historical Association, International Studies Association, and others 
(Atwell, 1989). The reason for citing these groups is that directions for higher 
education may be seen in their activity since what is increasingly required of these 
associations by their members are policy analysis, professional development and 
training, publications, public policy advocacy, and other services. Disciplinary 
organizations infiuence curriculum and program content in the universities and 
colleges, even obliging them to make significant changes. 

At the national level professional associations dealing with public policy dis- 
cuss student financial aid since the federal government plays the dominant role 
regarding money. Issues here pertain to public versus private colleges and univer- 
sities and those additional 3000 proprietary institutions engaged in short-term, for 
profit vocational training. 

Tlie second subject which is increasingly important to higher education is fed- 
eral support of research. Debates center on the extent to which federal research 
and development dollars are used for applied military research as opposed to pure 
research. Others question the degree to which national priorities such as AIDS, or 
Cancer research, or energy renewal, or environment depletion squeeze out on go- 
ing basic research. Again, how many federal dollars go to major national research 
universities as contracts compared to the sum going to aspiring or small predomi- 
nantly teaching institutions? Or to what magnitude should thc fcdcral government 
support the total cost of research, both direct and indirect? The multiplying and 
already huge cost of resources and equipment for research results in persistent 
urgency for the government to oblige. 

The third principal topic is taxes. Historically the federal tax code has pre- 
sented incentives for private giving to higher education by allowing deductions 
from taxable incomes. Recent years have seen governments eliminate or compro- 
mise these deductions, especially in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. 

It is credible to account for flourishing professional associations of higher cdu- 
cation by referring to the wcakncss of the federal cabinet position o f  Secrctary for 
Education, only 18 years old, contrasting with the powerful rninistries of educa- 
tion in Europe. And tlic strongcst of thcse are the professional organizations rcpre- 
scnting „managcmcnt" or thc administrators of colleges and universities where, 
unlike their Europcan countcrparts, associations representing faculty and studcnts 
are, like cabinet secretary, also weak. This situation contrasts with thc school 
systems in which the two unions - National Education Association and Amcrican 
Federation of Teachers - are far more potent and better financed than those fed- 
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erations representing school administrators or school governing boards (Atwell, 
1989). 

Needs of Society and Accountability 
As in other national systems of higher education, a primary demand of society on 
the university is to be responsive to the needs of society and accountable to it for 
performance. Since society requires more accountability, the classical model of 
the university - present only in the oldest American universities - as a self- 
regulating institution responsive to external influences primarily on its own intel- 
lectual and moral premises, has by now been almost completely transformed into 

.j that of a dependent institution in which the nature of the funding influences the 
range of activities. ! 

The requirement for accountability has carried with it the trend toward more 
professionalism in administration and the introduction of modern managerial 
techniques with the university head assuming a more executive role than did pre- 
vious academic leaders. The far greater demand by society for services from the 
university as well as for better quality in graduates - essential in a very competi- 
tive job market - is behind many current trends as is the necessity for more entre- 
preneurial activity and wider accountability in terms of academic relevance. 

Structurally, changes have been favoring a stronger university president, 
weaker facilities or schools, and stronger departments, i.e., power and authority 
have flowed upward to president and chancellor andlor governing boards and 
downward to departments whose chairs appear to have more ,,straw-boss," fore- 
man, supervisional authority with the sizeable loss of force and influence being 
suffered by deans and faculties. Subsequently there has been a proliferation of 
titles and positions of vice-prcsidents, associate and assistant; provosts, associate 
and assistant; vice-chancellors, associate and assistant - all clustered around the 
dominant president or chancellor. The department chair then supervises the activ- 
ity of his department members with little or no input at the higher level of deci- 
sion-making. There has thus been a loss of identity as faculty or school which had 

1 

been the best vehicle for adherence and loyalty of faculty. Hence individual pro- 
fessorial status and identity exists primarily within the discipline on a regional, 
national, and international basis and as employee within the srnallcst structural 
unit, the department. 

Justification for the ncw managerial head of thc univcrsity has come froin the 
fact that universities are complex organizations witli hospitals, tcclino parks, com- 
puter Centers etc., in addition to studcnts, teaclicrs, administrative staff, laborato- 
ries, classrooms, dormitories, and dining halls, all of which rcquire managerial 
skills. 

Trends arc difficult to discern. Ccrtainly tlic tcntlcncy or gcncral direction may 
bc notcd, evcn supportcd by a statistical proccss, but in highcr cducation dcscrip- 
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so in a future, condition in which customers of higher education, both individual 
and industries, contribute importantly to its cost, they should have significant 
influence on policy and appointment. The impact on universities has, in turn, 
forced them to urge their faculties to greater effort in obtaining funds, usually 
from industry, for applied research. Further, many leading universities are openly 
insisting that their professors earn much of their salaries from external grants 
(Wasser, 1989). 

Human Resources Management 
A cloud looming on the horizon for universities and colleges is the matter of com- 
pulsory retirement at the age of 70. Congress and the Executive, swayed by uni- 
versity administrators, exempted higher education from the law eliminating com- 
pulsory retirement. That exemption lasted until the end of 1993. The exemption 
has not be renewed and colleges and universities have joined government and 
other institutions in not having a compulsory retirement age. This, however, has 
brought faculty tenure, already under attack, into question. Analysts have pointed 
out the logic of the next step when retirement age disappeared - the removal of 
tenure or life-time contract. Debate will intensify as to whether tenure has mainly 
job protection or academic freedom as its objective, i.e., whether it is a haven for 
professors to publish and lecture on unpopular material, or primarily a surety for 
jobs. 

A cursory survey of mission and vision announced for higher education notes 
the customary ringing phrases that the general aim is the maintenance and matur- 
ing of universities as high quality and cost-effective institutions, at one and the 
Same time serving excellence and access, promoting the advancement of knowl- 
edge, the pursuit of scholarship, and equal opportunity for education, thereby 
fulfilling the function of meeting the needs of society. But, for the most Part a 
managerial view of t t e  university mission prevails. 

Even attention to larger numbers of students from nontraditional groups (racial 
and ethnic minorities, discriminated-against female gender, elder, retired persons) 
seems mainly to be a way of insuring institutional survival rather than a deeply 
held belief about the intrinsic value of a university education for a greater number 
of people. To  be Sure, the nearly infinite diversity of the Anierican higher educa- 
tion system, with heavy emphasis on a variety of approaches to ineet the needs of 
different types of students, continues to amaze and even inspire other national 
Systems of higher education. Unlike the European model of elected governments 
accepting the responsibility of insuring the education of all their citizens up to the 
highest levels from which they and their societies are able to benefit, in the 
Arnerican education system govcrnment intervenes only to insure access to all, 
discriminatory practices against none, and instrumentally determined research 
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(often military and defense) and Ieaves the rest to the universities' own visions of 
the future and their power to bring them about. 

Such intervention apparently carries with it the influence of the model of gov- 
ernment bureaucracy. The increasing attention being directed to the structure of 
the academic community has brought to light the radically changed profile of 
university personnel, i.e., a rising bureaucracy and relatively stagnant faculty 
numbers. From 1975-1986, for example, where the figures for faculty increase by 
26,707 to 473,537, ,,support" staff rose by 162,000 in which the largest increase 
was in the category called „other professionals." Those in such titles as financial 
aid officer, counselor, auditor, athletics coach, and system analyst have grown 
61.1% in the last decade. While the rise in number of secretaries and clerks has 
been 9.2%, executivelmanagers, 18%, and technicians 15%, these averages ob- 
scure the fact that in several large universities the decade increase in nonteaching 
professionals has ranged form 100% to 170%. Cited reason for mushrooming 
academic bureaucracy are the proliferation of statelfederal regulations, the demand 
by students for a wide variety of Services, disposal of hazardous waste, mainte- 
nance cost, computer laboratory expense, and job placement activity (Digest, 
1989). 

With regard to salary the previous 10 years have seen an inching up o i  pay for 
academics to the place of sixth best paid professionals behind lawyers, engineers, 
physicians, pharmacists, and advertising and marketing managers. In 1979 faculty 
were twelfth. While in real terms professorial salaries went up 12%, slightly more 
than the inflation rate, academic administrators wages were 21% higher than fac- 
ulty. The gap between administrator and teaching faculty stipends has doubled 
since 1980. Along with ihe deleterious impact on faculty morale of this discrep- 
ancy, there is the rapidly developing payment difference within the disciplines, 
between dcmand and supply subjects. Within a brief four year period (1980-1984), 
business management was up 12.2%, law 13.4% mgineering 11.6%, computer 
science 12.6%, and psychology 8.3% as contrasted to communications and hu- 
manities 3.8%, library 6.2%, and education 3.4%. In general, faculty members in 
fine arts, foreign languages, literature are faring far worse in income than those in 
law, coinputer information, business, mcdicine, and engineering. 

There has been some questioning of the niajor rescarch university serving as 
the sole modcl for highcr cducation. More observations arc being made that fac- 
ulty vitality, as distinguished from research and scholarship, is the key to current 
academic developments. It is Seen that teaching loads, administrative practices, 
rewards and opportunity, and institutional structures influence faculty productivity 
and morale. Such factors as organizational culture including clearly articulated 
rnissions, leadership, colleagueship, customs, and ritual have a role in faculty 
vitality especially in srnall and state colleges and universities and even in research 
universitics whose single rnodel is faculty distinction in scholarship and research. 
To enhaiice this vilality nicasures are beirig iakcn to fostcr divcrsified academic 
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careers; encourage career planning; facilitate faculty collaboration, risk taking, 
and role change; ernploy flexible academic personnel policies; and recognize and 
reward professional achievernents and train deans and departrnent heads to work 
as faculty developers. 

Conclusion 
This survey has once again shown the cornplexity and diversity of the gigantic 
Arnerican higher education systern in outlining significant trends. It neces2arily 
touches on research, pure and applied, connections to industry, academia as pro- 
fession, education of teachers, faculty vitality, accountability, relation to schools, 
access, proliferation of academic bureaucracy, cornrnunity activities, the role of 
university presidents, function of professional and accreditation agencies, funding, 
curricula, managernent objectives, university mission, governrnent intervention, 
changing profile of the student, and salaries. It has been beyond the scope of this 
account to rank in irnportance the directions and tendencies in Arnerican higher 
education but that task in this period is likely less valuable than merely describing 
thern. 

Relation of Short-Cycle Higher Education to 
Universities - Separate, Merged, System or Branch? 

The strengthening of short-cycle higher education whether in a Fachhochschule, 
university college, I.U.T., regional college, H.B.O. or polytechnic has been a fact 
of tertiary education for the last thirty years and has been an appropriate response 
to three different factors: economic, social and financial. 

Frorn the econornic and labor market point of view, the non-university sector 
was needed to furnish the labor force with graduates in the fields of engineering 
and cornrnerce who could function at the middle levels. For a social standpoint, 
developing short or practice oriented courses outside the universities was thought 
to provide higher education opportunities for a rnajority of secondary school 
graduates. And least, financial constrains or public budgets called for a decrease in 
public expenditure per graduate in higher education. The non-university sector 
was a way to achieve this. 

A case in point is the Dutch H.B.O's which established changes and prefigured 
proposals in other countries. Extemal influence resulted from their achievement in 
gaining substantial power when they were entrusted by the government with 
stimulating and coordinating the process of rnerger between non-university insti- 
tutions of higher education. 

While the H.B.O1s conducted first phase professional courses, universities of- 
fered the second phase, thus altering the previous circumstance wherein universi- 
ties considered an H.B.O. degree as equivalent to one or two years of study. 
H.B.O's also decide which other non-university institutions could join. 

While universities are governed by the acadernic cornmunity or academic ad- 
ministrators linked to them, non-university level institutions of higher education 
are guided by trustees or councils comprised of a majority of external representa- 
tives. An apparent consequence of this difference is that the range of potential 
innovation regarding studies is thought to be greater in H.B.O.'s. 

A cornparable attempt to individualize the mission and statiis of non-university 
tertiary education has been vigorously pursued in Nvrway wlicre it was believed 
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operating in the same or related fields, the prospects of viable, long term devel- 
opment, the reduction of regional disparities within Austria in terms of access in 
institutions of higher education, the adaptation and use of existing resources such 
as physical plants, the participation of the private sector in financing, international 
exchange of students and teachers and the identification of new educational „tar- 
get groups." e.g. apprentices, continuing education for employed adults (1993). 

At the same time as Austria was enthusiastically entering non-university higher 
education, a noted policy analyst was cautioning that simply stnictured Systems 
(Sweden in the last two decades, Italy) were having great difficulty in coping with 
the growing complexity of tasks. With some disdain he goes on to write that na- 
tional public universities were turned into conglomerates within which an ex- 
panding number of interest groups fight all the battles involved „in doing every- 
thing for everyone." An informal agreement is reached about what the traditional 
university cannot do - does not Want to do about short-cycle higher education and 
consequently creates or sees evolved institutes of technology and two year col- 
leges and other units that award first degrees of their own. Moreover the university 
cannot do - does not want to do extensive adult or continuing education, allowing 
„user friendly" regional colleges to be established. 

Consequently sectorization, individualized by country, is seen as the answer to 
over-loading simple structures. If additional types of institutions are not created or 
permitted to emerge, the all-in-one conglomerate becomes nominal forms and 
pretends to an academic unity that is artificial and asserted for political reasons. 
(See Burton Clark, „The Problem of Complexity in Higher Education", pp. 266- 
267 in Sheldon Rothblatt and Bjorn Wittrock, The European und American Uni- 
versity since 1800, Cambridge University Press, 1993). 

Here, of Course all things „old and new" are measured by the rod of the tradi- 
tional or perhaps more exactly the research university. The development of the 
comprehensive university, the Gesamfhochschulen, the integrated university, the 
Fachhochschulen, the hogskola, the polytechnic in response to perceived social 
needs are of lesser concern. The true agent for the great tasks of research and edu- 
cation is the university. The agent for the more trivial tasks of training the tech- 
nological competence, semi-professional education and continuing, recurrent 
education is the short-cycle institutions which the universities permit to evolve 
sometimes within the public university, but better outside of it. The analysis may 
well comfort the academic community, as we have know it, but for our purpose it 
serves mainly to indicate that there are policy analysts wlio would have short- 
cycle structures exist outside tlie university since within they simply clutter or 
slow up or dilute traditiorial university functions. 

And yet it is clear that such institutions play different roles in different coun- 
tries. Several studies have shown that the proportion of new higher education 
entrants into short-cycle iiistitutions varied in the mid-eighties fiom 3-4% in ltaly 
to more than 70% in Norway arid Swederi (O.E.C.D. 1983, Clark 1985, Teichler 
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1988). Teichler has reminded us that there is no generally agreed upon delineation 
among countries. In some, he has argued, a "vocational" emphasis of non- 
university higher education was considered to differ only moderately from univer- 
sity education. In others a vocational profile was thought to contrast sharply from 
that of the universities. It has even been observed that the differences have gradu- 
ally blurred over the years as a result of "academic drift" in non-university higher 
education and „vocational drift" in the university sector. 

A more recent O.E.C.D. study (1991) confirms differences in size and there- 
fore in importance. The ratio of entry-university and non-university - into full-time 
tertiary education may be divided into three groupings: university dominating U.S. 
38/32, Finland 32/26, France 26/16, Denmark 25110, Australia 32/18, Germany 
(West) 3111 1, United Kingdom 1719, Austria 2016, Czech and Slovak Republic 
1311, Turkey 1011. A middle category has the ratio roughly even with Switzerland 
11/10, Belgium 21/21, Japan 23/27, Ireland 17/13, Portugal 19/14. The third group 
shows weighting toward non-university higher education: Sweden 11/34, the 
Netherlands 1 I I26 and Hungary 418. 

Since it has been frequently said that the German Fachhochschule has been 
among the most successful of non-university higher education institutions, a brief 
description here will be useful. 

In 1971 former vocational schools were upgraded to Fachhochschulen. Em- 
ployers' representatives at first opposed their establishment contending that the 
consequence would be blocking the road to advanced vocational training for tal- 
ented workers and having a too-theoretical approach in the upgraded institutions. 
However they came to Support it strongly when they saw a loss of youth to the 
universities. lndeed they also opposed the „third" way, Gesamfhochschule, (the 
comprehensive university) preferring the twin tracks of theoretical in the universi- 
ties and vocational/practical in Fachhochschulen. 

There were other opponents who although a small minority vigorously attacked 
the increase in number of shorter courses because criteria were not defined by 
which courses should be allotted between universities and FH's but were selected 
as the least expensive of reform solutions, thereby highlighting the prestige status 
of universities. They also found a failure to improve quality teaching, a stated 
objective of FH's and tlie distinction between developmental research (FH) and 
fundamental research (universities) to be artificial. The conclusion to their argu- 
ment was to propose a iiew type of tertiary education structure - tlie mass univer- 
sity which would integrale the FII's witli the universiiylsystem and tiave a broad 
range of differentiated courses that are thought most fit to meet tlie challenge of a 
changing society. (See Jürgen Schramm unpublished mss. „The Inipact of unifica- 
tion on the System of Higher Education of the Federal Republic of Germany and 
tlie Special Case of Universities in Berlin). 

Fuchlioch.~chulen spokesmen are preseritly waging tlie figlit oii a different 
front. Ii i  order to rnarket thcmselves internationally, FH's Want to be called uni- 
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versities (perhaps universities of applied studies and research). Their academic 
leaders are certain that their degrees are more than equal to international bachelors 
degrees. Moreover, they want the right to award international bachelors of arts 
degrees after six semesters of instruction on the way, to diplomas which are 
awarded after a minimum of eight semesters. The university degree require a 
minimum of ten semesters. The strongest subjects in the Fachhochschulen are 
engineering, information technology, economics and business management. On 
the whole Fachhochschulen appear to have gained increase in status on their own 
right without being measured in traditional university terrns (Times Higher Edu- 
cation Supplement, July 1997). 

The trajectory for Swedish short-cycle higher education has been different. 
Proponents hold that the most striking characteristic has been the integration of the 
general, vocational and further education within one national system without any 
clear cut distinctions between the three functions. All units offered the same types 
of study programs and independent courses from the largest universities with their 
full range of faculties and programs to the smallest regional university colleges 
with only a srnall set of study programs and courses within one or two program 
sectors and thus different from countries with binary systems divided between 
academic and vocational. 

Yet like binary systems, in Sweden permanent pure research organizations and 
such institutes as medicine along with graduate programs for doctoral studies are 
only in universities, but mainly there is integration of short-cycle higher education 
into a national system what localized or regionalized components - university 
college - rather than binary separation. 

These developrnents occurred despite indifference fiom university leaders as 
evidenced in the Barcelona meeting of the European Rectors Conference (1993). 
They estimate that about one third of an age group attends an institution of higher 
leaming in the changed labeled „professionalization of universities" (Gilles Ber- 
trand). In their view the tertiary educational system has not fülly adjusted to the 
new dernands resulting from the greatly diversified social and educational back- 
ground of today's student body. The tertiary educational system has not fully 
adjusted to the new demands arising fiom the highly diversified social and educa- 
tional background of current student body. Its response has been mainly institu- 
tional or structural in upgrading vocational schools and technological institutes or 
polytechnics and downgrading the classical university. 

Ralf Dahrendorf has asserted that Europe has not yet found a way to deal with 
mass higher education. The rectors apparently believe that an adequate solution to 
this problern must include saving the traditional European university and at the 
same time take account of the varied needs and abilities of the „new" students. 
Tliis solution depends on a combination of further institutional diversification, 
carefully crafted study prograrns and individual student support policies. Effi- 
ciency would allow for individual career paths by increasing the systein's vertical 

and horizontal permeability while individual student support would give relevant 
information for an intelligent choice between alternative career paths. 

Stockholm university's rector noted the echoes of the German debate in that 
Fachhochschulen (university colleges in Sweden) have displayed more flexibility 
and efficiency in education and training than the traditional universities which are 
overcrowded and generally not capable of adjusting to new social needs. He 
thought such allegations should stimulate the universities to reflect on their pri- 
mary obligations towards society and to take a firm stand against those external 
demands that they simply were not meant to fulfill. The modern university, a very 
complex institution, serves many purposes simultaneously, producing intemal 
tension. But one common characteristic, he concludes, is the bond uniting research 
and education. From that Humboldtian stance courses are derived. 

The Netherlands took a different and highly individual approach to short-cycle 
higher education. Instead of separation and independence (Fachhochschule rnoder) 
or national system transformation of the entire higher education system into Hog- 
skola (early Swedish model) or the binary model based regionally with emphasis 
in semi-professional preparation (present Swedish model), the Dutch merged all 
short-cycle institutions into a national system of H.B.O's aside fiom the universi- 
ties. 

Sectors were then treated as a collection of coherent subjects: nine different 
sectors were distinguished: Arts, Science, Law, Economics, Health, Behavior and 
Society, Technology, Education and Agriculture. All institutional policies were to 
be rnarket-oriented, almost all courses and research were to be inter-disciplinary 
with stress on intemationalization and quality control. 

Previously H.B.O's had been uni-sectoral, now they were multi-sectoral but 
their organizational structures resembled those of universities. These changes were 
brought about by strong govemment intervention for separate but equal systems. 
Moreover these institutions discovered they had a compreliensive national plan- 
ning system which increased professional instead of institutional orientation. 
Steering or guidance at the sector instead of at the institutional level stimulated 
this tendency. 

Therefore separation or independence of short-cycle structures resulted in the 
Dutch case in a national non-university higher education system and increased 
professional orientation at the individual institution. 

The American comniunity college enrolled at a lower level may be casually 
compared. Actually the Arnerican four year technical college is more equivalent. 
It is however, the argument for or against separation or independence fiom univer- 
sity that tums us to the community colleges which inost often are separate under 
independent coordinating boards. Even where previously controlled by or placed 
in a flagship university, change has conie as in the state of Kentucky where the 
governor has succeeded in reiiioving community colleges froin the University of 
Kentucky arguing that such separation leaves the university free to raise its re- 
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search status and to increase the flexibility of the community of the community to 
meet the training needs of regional econornic development. 

Arguments have tended rather to consider the increase in vocationalizing 
cornmunity colleges, and the decline in curricula as preparation for transfer to 
universities. Seeking the origins of this change leads to several questions. 
- Did students demand or oppose occupational education? If the students did not 

demand vocationalization of short-cycle higher education, did business do so 
to secure publicly subsidized employee training to reduce its labor training 
costs? 

- Were community colleges established to protect the selectivity of the elite 
universities? Or were the comrnunity colleges established primarily by gov- 
ernment officials in pursuit of public policy for such a good. 

This ideological debate assumed a separate short-cycle facility and concentrated 
on whose interests it served. The rnajor structural debate was whether to overcome 
institutional separation between community and four year colleges either by con- 
verting community colleges into two year colleges or by converting comrnunity 
colleges into two year university branches. 

Either change would probably improve transfer procedures - lower division 
academic preparation would be better attuned because faculty in the lower and 
upper division would be the same. But it must be noticed that 65% to 80% of 
community colleges entrants are not baccalaureate aspirants but rather are looking 
for vocational remedial or adult recreation education. 

A branch Campus is likely to put less emphasis on vocational education. Some 
are entirely academic. They maintain strong vocational programs. They may fa- 
cilitate the pursuit of the baccalaureate degree by making transfer and admission 
easier. Sirnilar transfers can be rnade with difficulty in the German system and are 
practically impossible in Greek higher education where the state has asserted 
(1993) that for those who fail the general examination for the university, there is 
an alternative option, Institutions of Professional Knowledge. 

Further, since students of the branch campuses are members of the university, 
they are most inclined than comrnunity college students to transfer, receive finan- 
cial aid, be prepared for upper division and be more compatible to the upper divi- 
sion college. Studies show that twice as many students transfer from the branch 
campuses than from independent community colleges. 

None of these approaches have fully matured, but they are suggestive to the 
comparativist of short-cycle higlier educa;ioii. 

The French experience, my final example, has been different. A policy analyst 
has recently remarked that with respect to I.U.T.'s French short-cycle higher edu- 
cation structure, very briglit students opted for I.U.T.'s because they were selec- 
tive but the teaching was not really intended for them, and they did not really Want 
to be trained in tecliiiical siibjects aiid did not envision a techiiical career. And 
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when afier two years they applied for transfer to universities, they discovered the 
two years were not at the cultural level of the university and the two years were, 
consequently, in a sense wasted. 

Others were opposed to universities devoting so much resources and time to 
short-cycle, short term training (1.u.T. '~ were both outside and within universities) 
and therefore slighting their major objective which is scientific development and 
training by research for students of heterogeneous background. To avoid difficulty 
there have to be cross-linked schemes and appropriate bridging Courses. 

My conclusion is not dramatic. Separation versus integration with regard to 
short-cycle an university higher education turns out to have variations and modifi- 
cations on both sides of the contrast, depending upon country. What seems clear is 
that the whole higher or tertiary education continues to change and that its diverse 
structures because of the rapid movement in higher education since the 1960's 
have not been fülly formed or matured. 



Short-Cycle Higher Education: 
A Comparative View 

Policy assertions and analyses regarding short-cycle, non university higher educa- 
tion in various European countries often resemble but occasionally differ from 
each other. Even resemblances may differ sharply in degree yet the reference point 
is inevitably the university. 

First there is a marked distinction in the degree of autonomy - financial in terms 
of appointment of key personnel, political as to which bodies control decision- 
making and evaluative in the varying methods of assessment within short-cycle 
institutions and in contrast to universities. For example, local or municipal bodies 
may control non-university higher education institutions and national bodies, uni- 
versities. 

These differences occur on many issues essential to some mode of higlier edu- 
cation. Their number includes for short-cycle institutions or programs: 
- vocationalization of higher education 
- primacy of practice over theory 
- low drop-out rates 
- compulsory places for industry needs 

- emphasis on the intemship process 
- industrial/professional background of lecturers 
- orientation toward curriculum developmeiit 
- in-service management and trainitig 
- placement of students in local industry/business 
- training programs heavily responsive to labor market demand 
- faster enrollment growth than in universities 

- distinction between tcchnically and theoretically 
- oriented programs as beiwcen "applied engineering" (short-cyclc) and "engi- 

neering science" (universities) 
- transfer to university 
- articulation of short-cycle Courses with those in university 
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phase of managerial and administrative flowering in American higher education. 
However, awareness of a need for professional management appears to be in- 
creasing among university rectors in the Visegrad countries. 

The relationship between autonomy and accountability debates for the last two 
decades in the West is rising to the top of the agenda. 

Pre-1989 separation of research and teaching is eroding with universities incor- 
porating many research projects and academic teaching taking place in a few in- 
stitutes and academies. The consequence has been dimming the lustre of acade- 
mies. This change has been more vigorously accomplished in Poland, Czech Re- 
public and Hungary, less so in Slovakia. 

While the influence of higher education systems in the countries of the Euro- 
pean Union and in the U.S.A. has been heavy, though spasmodic, the pervasive 
feeling is that in only a matter of time Germany with its geographical location and 
economic and political strength will have a major impact on higher education in 
this region. 

To be sure, the proliferation of Fachhochschulen in lieu of establishing new 
universities in the former German Democratic Republic and a form of colonializ- 
ing of East by West Germany have drawn mixed reactions. In addition, Germany is 
presently pre-occupied with intemal problems of vast overcrowding, excessive 
leiigth of time for studies, relation of Lander to Bonn i.e. the operation of federal- 
ism on higher education, as evidenced most clearly in numerous conferences with 
such titles a German University Past and Future Crisis and Renewal, Mythos 
Humboldt Vergangenheit and Zukunft den Deutsches Universitet. 

The questions that arise in the debate are whether universities are primarily 
centers of research and higher leaming or training grounds for specialized occupa- 
tions? Can these purposes be united? Can universities take a cultural leadership 
role? Or will they in the manner of American universities become centers for so- 
cial and cultural conflict? 

Central European universities, however, in moving from a training ground for 
nomenklatura to free enterprise curricular emphasis will likely erode the cultural 
and social conflict of the West and the often illusory Westem view of universities 
as agents of social change. The likelihood is a inove toward the vocational as well 
as the professional and Consensus cultural institutions. Or put anotlier way, theory 
might be leavened, even ovenvhelmed by practice. lndeed concomitaiit witli this 
development will probably be the coritinued growth of private institutions whicli 
will be evaluated more rigorously than they are currently. 

The bull market i n  private education is being fueled both by the collapse of 
adequate financial and administrative Support for state institutions and the de- 
mands of a rapidly changing cconomy. Most private universities have been created 
to meet the demarid for biisiness, economic and administrative education lacking in 
state higher ediicatioii wlicre there is traditiorial offering of science, technology 
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and theory-based humanities. Many private colleges are small and of questionable 
quality, waxing and waning, but a significant number have competent staff and 
give a quality education. Their graduates customarily work for banks, joint- 
industry-bank ventures or commercial firms. 

Doubts are looming about the appropriateness of the American model in edu- 
cators who assert that American education is too pragrnatic but concede that Euro- 
pean fundamentalism needs to be tempered by the pragmatic. With respect to uni- 
versities and industry, initial enthusiasm for industrially orientated undergraduate 
Courses may be declining in favor of general education followed by specialist post- 
graduate work or methodological grounding succeeded by technical training. 

Still the model is going to be Germany; the problems of its higher education 
system will be carefully scrutinized. To the already noted growing number of stu- 
dents are added the difficulties brought about by insufficient maintenance or ex- 
pansion of buildings and equipment, overburdened senior faculty, insufficient 
number of positions for qualified younger scholars and most of all, a widespread 
malaise resulting from the absence of a generally accepted sense of purpose. Yet 
the consequences of unification of West with former communist East Germany, 
have not been particularly pertinent to deconstructed Czechoslovakia or disinte- 
grated Yugoslavia. 

The malaise of German higher education may be seen in several circumstances. 
Universities do not meet the demand for highly qualified personnel, beyond the 
Fachhochschule level, and for productive research work. Programs and curricula 
for students are within a too narrow range. Higher education structures in former 
G.D.R. require extensive renovation in curricula, organization, goveming policies 
and technical resources. The single market European Union has many demands for 
qualified personnel which will have to be met in intense competition with the na- 
tional higher education systems of the member states. 

Despite inherent difficulties, malaise is not characteristic of the Visegrad coun- 
tries' higher education systems. Striving to hold to certain traditions of cornmunist 
and pre-communist regimes, they seek ways to harmonize better academic struc- 
tures, curricula and standards of quality with those already accepted intemation- 
ally. Moreover diversification within higher education has increased both in public 
and private institutions and undergraduate and graduate study programs. 

The central focus in the West on assessment and accountability is reflected in 
central and eastern higher education where consequences and differentiation are 
noted by reference to type of institution (uriiversity, poiytechnic, colleges of fur- 
ther training and short-cycle post-secondary education) and to specialized assess- 
ment and accreditation of study programs. Distinguishing between institutional 
evaluation and accreditation is important siiice several institutions have changed 
their traditional structures without considering all the implications. Furthermore, 
many new institutions, pitblic and private, have closcly copied the structures of the 









The University: Does it Have a Future? 

We begin with two assertions. The University is the second oldest institution with 
a continuous history in the Western World, the first being the Roman Catholic 
church and the third being the Parliament (Ting) in Iceland. The University is the 
powerhouse of modern society. We recognize the accuracy of these Statements 
with some amazement since the importance of the university has so often been 
slighted. 

Universities have educated leaders and advanced our basic knowledge of nature 
and society. Yet in history they have been vulnerable to extemal pressures when 
confronting the challenge of dynamic industrial democracies, let alone modem 
totalitarian states. Today, it remains clear that universities are at the Center of soci- 
ety's attentions and consequently must balance many contradictory demands and 
pressures. Questions arise. Can this be done within the structure and ethos of an 
historic institution called a "university"? 1s such an institution now dated and 
merely part of a burcaucratically managed higher education system? 

lndeed the phrase higher education has come to suggest levels of bureaucratic 
and technocratic organization and coordination that ihe word university does not. 
Additional modifications of the meaning of university have resulted from the ten- 
dency for sub-fields and sub-disciplines to transcend single institution barriers and 
even national borders, thus diffusing institutional and collegial loyalties. As the 
guild or collegiate values of academic self-government disappear under current 
conditions, external professional and specialized networks becoine more iinportant 
and congenial. 

Moreover, to achieve the major goals of economic development, social mobil- 
ity and quality, different ways of structuring and financiiig higlier education have 
evolved. Faculty members have been increasingly unwilling to participate mean- 
ingfully in the duties of shared governance as a consequence of the slow disinte- 
gration of the professoriate as guild. The losses have been Iieavy for as a guild, 
professors have had sole control of entry into the profcssion, full internal self- 
governance, informal rules to govern individual bcliavior, control over life tenure, 
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maintenance of high status and authority over exit from the profession. The decline 
of the professoriate as guild has indirectly contributed also to the loss of the sense 
of campus community. 

Substantial as these recent changes have been, it must be noted that the history 
of universities reveals a wide variety of institutions. One four fold classification 
begins with the Napoleonic university. Here we have strong influence by the state 
with a focus on teaching and the implication of a separate organization for re- 
search. The govemment appoints institutional leaders and the legislature rules 
regarding curricula. In the Humboldtian university academic fieedom prevails. 
The concentration on research suggests the selflessness of science. Self- 
development is intemal. Personal development, however, in the Newman univer- 
sity, is the central goal of activities. The college community dominates and tutor- 
ing is important for instruction purposes. Finally in this model is the American 
university in which service to the community is the apparent reason for existence. 
Openness is characteristic and the institution attempts to establish a balance be- 
tween collective tasks and market orientation. 

Policy analysts have constructed yet another model which carries us into the ar- 
eas of forecast and future. This centers on research in which the phrase "student 
centered research university" has come into being wherein the entire university 
educates the student and transforms the balance between teaching and research 
across the campus. More grandiosely the title Research University in the 21st 
century has been coined which incorporates the premise that preparation for re- 
search and immersion in a research atmosphere are what universities are all about 
or should be about. Since universities are the centers of thought and thought crea- 
tion, even professional and teacher training would exist in a research atmosphere. 
The historical shift, in this account, is fiom professional preparation (medieval 
universities), from Bildung (character development, colleges, Oxford, Cambridge) 
to research (methods and mode of inquiry) being pervasive in the university. 

A third paradigm describes the evolution as being from university of faith (me- 
dieval) to university of reason (enlightenment) to university of discovery (19th and 
early 20th century) and finally to university of calculation (into the 21st century). 
The expectation is that the coming century will be knowledge-driven, particularly 
in the societies that are most technologically advanced. The optimistic slant is that 
the university will survive because the knowledgc-driven society requires knowl- 
edge-trained talent in great quantity and the university is the existing institution 
intended to train and capable of training such talent. 

Thc key question is wliat kind of university will this newly characterized uni- 
versity of calculation be. The answer depends on how it deals with such funda- 
mental issues as to whetlier the university will be a place of leaming, have a role in 
shaping the character of students (Bildung), keep the form of a comniuiiity, and 
represent a set of values. 
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All these matters have to exist in the face of the fact that the public and politi- 
cians have come to consider the university basically as an economic investment 
that must bring an appropriate retum. 

Once, the university and society at large regarded learning as a good in itself. 
But the prognosticators believe that the present and future university of discovery 
and economic growth dividend and the university of calculation which consumes 
applied knowledge in unprecedented quantity and at incredible speed cannot 
maintain leaming merely for the sake of leaming since it has no time for looking at 
fundamentals. The necessity to train thousands of students in hundreds of speciali- 
ties, each requiring massive support technology presumes a university of great size 
and the consequent likelihood of clusters of relatively small disciplinary commu- 
nities rather than a single, alt-embracing large community. 

The emerging university of calculation will be a huge, expensive, highly func- 
tional as an economic investment in terms of training and ongoing innovation in 
science and technology. It will not be committed to leamingper se nor to character 
development. This institution will house a convenient assembly of talents more 
like a market place of research and training than an intellectual community. The 
participants in its activities will not necessarily share any set of values beyond the 
economic pressure to produce well enough to be compensated. There will then be 
an institutional rote for the university of calculation based on its own set of values 
in the public affairs of society. 

Visionaries see the task of the university of calculation to be employing its vast 
augmentation of the human mind to re-integrate knowledge. However these days a 
university is often equated with a manufacturing enterprise and consequently, finc- 
tions like a factory. Yet the knowledge society offers enough leisure and access to 
its ineinbers to per i~~i t  learning for pleasure as well as for vocational purposes 
(adultllife-long education). And realistically it will be possible to recognize that 
the integrity of the university of caiculation in the next century will depend on its 
re-commitment to the coherence of human knowledge and to learning beyond mere 
professional skills. 

Universities will, nevertheless, continue to transform scientific knowledge into 
professional qualifications. Despite technological advance, universities will remain 
a place where society coiiteinplates itself and its relationship to the world. Extra- 
mural research institutions and long distance study will supplenient this core. 
Study in the hture will be both part-time and full-timc (as a sole concern) and 
universities will mediate research and training by means of study. 

A danger to avoid is coupling mass education with oiily traiiiing arid leaving the 
fields of basic research and scholarly study to small elite institutions. The system 
of einployment, however, will determine tlic level that graduales should achieve. 
llniversities will influence the labor market, dcvelop tlieir own iiistruinents to 
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negotiate with and intervene in market processes. Science will, the sunnier analysts 
believe, create new fields of employment. 

These forecasts differ from the conclusion of the most recent World Bank re- 
port which insists that higher education be correlated with economic development, 
pointing to the circumstance that polytechnics, short-cycle professional and techni- 
cal institutes, community colleges and distance education and Open learning pro- 
grams are growing faster than universities. The imperatives in this report are to 
establish a coherent policy fiamework within which reliance is placed on incentive 
and market-oriented institutions to implement policies by more autonomous public 
institutions. 

Funding, note the corporate phrasing, will be both input-based wherein a for- 
mula is established combining enrollment figures and unit costs to provide incen- 
tives for internal distribution of resources und output-based in which funds are 
allocated to institutions in line with their effectiveness in producing graduates. 

Turning to perhaps the most influential analyst of higher education policy in the 
last three decades, one discovers a significant evolution fiom "guarded optimism" 
to "guarded pessimism". Clark Kerr targets the period 1997 to 2015 for prophecy, 
selecting 1997 as the year when higher education enrollment will be at its highest. 

In tliis period the professoriate will face a scarcity of resources. The public will 
oppose professorial concerns and many states will choose between maintaining 
access and supporting research. The govemment will likely opt for access. Re- 
search will be increasingly financed by private funds. University presidents, he 
writes, will most often choose survival rather than leadership. The final confionta- 
tion will be over the soul or spirit of the university in which Hayek confronts 
Humboldt and in which private will be favored over public, applied polytechnic 
over pure and basic in research orientation and in which higher education will fare 
better in prosperous than in less prosperous states. 

Kerr foresees more privatization, more cutbacks in federal and state funding 
and necessarily more attention to the long-term direction of the university. But it 
becomes clear that Kerr's primary, perhaps only concern, is for the fate of the re- 
search university as it moves from "federal grant university" to "private grant uni- 
versity". Even here he is fundamentally interested only in the fifteen or twenty 
universities of highest research reputation which guide and control the rest. The 
leading private institutions will not be affected; the public ones will be. The 
Reagan years brought greatly lowered taxes for the very wealthy and consequent 
large gifts for the private institutions in super-fund raising. Tlie greatly increased 
income of the wealtliy resultirig from the Reagan redistribution of income enabled 
them to pay higher tuition whose rate of increase considerably outstripped tlie rate 
of inflation. 

This agenda is distinctly different from the dominant one of the 1970's when 
comprehensiveness was the cry. "Transformational capacity", a pregnant phrase 
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then, described a process in which a vast variety of courses in one institution en- 
abled students to choose subjects in keeping with developing labor market and 
manpower demands and to have greater flexibility in selecting length of course. 
Having both long and short-cycle higher education in one complex institution as in 
C.U.N.Y. enabled the comprehensive institution to respond both to the individual's 
identifiable education needs and to current market developments. The student 
could move between long and short course study. 

The Gesamthochschulen (comprehensive higher education structures) estab- 
lished in Germany at this time were thought to demonstrate a particular way of 
solving problems common to all countries of the Western world: how to coordi- 
nate and to diversify higher education, how to insure orderly mobility between 
various courses and levels of study, how to avoid educational obstacles, how to 
eliminate a caste system among different types of institutions which made Passage 
difficult fiom one to the other and which marked the graduates of each with life- 
long labels of excellence or mediocrity, how to insure continuing education and 
how to enable people to develop their abilities throughout their lives. 

Again in this period appeared a prescient document with several cogent analy- 
ses - the October, 1974 report of the C.U.N.Y. Faculty Senate on the Educational 
Mission of C.U.N.Y. produced in an earlier crisis. Indeed these crises seem gen- 
erational in that they come every twenty or twenty five years. The report begins 
with the pronouncement that any individual university may take upon itself a mul- 
tiplicity of missions. But unless it has at its core the unique mission that defines a 
university qua university, it is not a university at all. For when a university aban- 
dons or belittles that central, defining mission, it does not merely become some- 
thing else (a public service institution, a day-care center for adolescents and young 
adults, a remover of young people from the labor market). It becomes an artificial 
construct held together by the expediency of the moment and subject to disintegra- 
tion as soon as it discovers that other kinds of organizations can better fulfill the 
function which it has assumed. And except for its core function which is uniquely 
its own, anyone or even all its functions can be discharged by other bodies. Even if 
it is urged that a university's central mission is to surviye, it must be survival as a 
universiQ that is the main concem - not just institutional continuity in the name 
and guise of a university without its animating core. 

In formulating a Statement of mission, one must consider the scale of the insti- 
tution and the kind of higher education it represents. C.U.N.Y. constitutes a system 
of higher education rather than a single university. As such, C.U.N.Y. must have a 
variety of missions related to and inspired by a core educational mission that is its 
animating center. If it does not have a core mission, decisions will be taken solely 
by administrative authority responding only to external pressure and the imperative 
of service function. 
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